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Welcome Notes

Days after Barcelona became the centre of world
attention as host of the Barcelona Climate Change
Talks, organised by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change Secretariat as a
means of discussion prior to December’s meeting
in Copenhagen, another great event is about to
take place: the SOLAS Open Science Conference.

Climate change is possibly one of the greatest
challenges currently facing humanity. We have
become a species with a considerable capacity for
modifying and altering our surroundings to the point
at which this great “success” starts to take its toll,
with the risk that it may be too high for us to pay,
leading to serious consequences of all types:
environmental, social, economic, health...even
affecting our safety. That is why it is so important
that all countries be aware of this in Copenhagen
and that the foundations of a post-Kyoto
undertaking be laid to establish the rules of the
game for the coming years, in order to reduce
these risks.

However, it is absolutely essential that the decisions
made are based on the best knowledge possible,
and here science and scientists play a fundamental
role. Nobody is unaware of the fact that climate
change discussions often involve the more or less
explicit defence of interests. Faced with this
situation, debate must be honest, and the exchange
of information transparent. These aspects are the
core of the exercise of Science and of what the
SOLAS Open Science Conferences exemplify.

On behalf of the Catalan Office for Climate Change,
welcome to Barcelona and to Catalonia and may
you long continue to do such excellent work.

Salvador Samitier i Martí

Director, Catalan Office for Climate Change

SOLAS has held major scientific meetings in Europe
(Damp, Germany in 2000), North America (Halifax,
Canada in 2004) and Asia (Xiamen, China in 2007).
The meetings allow for communication of the
breadth of SOLAS science via plenary presentations
as well as for in-depth discussion at the posters
and within afternoon discussion groups.

This year's conference in Barcelona applies the same
successful formula but also sees changes. Notably, the
number of plenary presentations has been increased,
we have a stronger focus on modern biological
sciences and there is the opportunity to highlight a
range of promising new approaches and techniques.

The discussion group sessions are especially
important for SOLAS: they provide an opportunity
to share ideas, establish networks and plan for the
future. This year, several address issues that the
SOLAS Scientific Steering Committee has identified
as being of particular significance for the future
development of SOLAS. I urge you to participate
actively in these groups: this is your chance to
influence and participate in the development of
SOLAS at the international level.

As Chair of the SOLAS Scientific Steering
Committee, I am very pleased to see the Conference
held in Barcelona. The city has a >2000 year history
of involvement with the ocean via trade, fishing and
exploration. It has become a major centre for marine
and atmospheric science. And we will have an
opportunity to experience and enjoy Catalan culture.
In return, I hope that our public information evening,
organised in cooperation with CosmoCaixa, will be
informative for the people of Barcelona.

On behalf of SOLAS I would like to thank our
sponsors and local hosts, the CosmoCaixa Science
Museum, the Conference Scientific Committee and
the SOLAS International Project Office for their hard
work and support.

I wish you a stimulating few days learning from the
talks and posters, participating in the discussions,
and enjoying Catalan culture!

Doug Wallace

Chair, SOLAS Scientific Steering Committee

SOLAS (Surface Ocean – Lower Atmosphere
Study) is an international research initiative that
aims “to achieve a quantitative understanding of
the key biogeochemical-physical interactions and
feedbacks between the ocean and the atmosphere,
and of how this coupled system affects and is
affected by climate and environmental change”.
Achievement of this goal is important in order
to understand and quantify the role that ocean-
atmosphere interactions play in the regulation
of climate and global change.

The domain of SOLAS is focused on processes
at the air-sea interface and includes a natural
emphasis on the atmospheric and upper-ocean
boundary layers, while recognizing that some of the
processes studied operate on larger scales. SOLAS
research covers all ocean areas including coastal
seas and ice covered areas.

A fundamental characteristic of SOLAS is that its
research not only integrates different oceanographic
disciplines (such as biogeochemistry, physics,
mathematical modeling), but also requires a close
collaboration between marine and atmospheric
scientists. This conference presents the results of
such collaborations and aims to encourage further
work in this direction.

SOLAS science can be broadly divided into the
following topics or foci:

Focus 1: Biogeochemical interactions and
feedbacks between ocean and atmosphere.

Focus 2: Exchange processes at the air-sea
interface and the role of transport and
transformation in the atmospheric and oceanic
boundary layers.

Focus 3: Air-sea flux of CO2 and other long-lived
radiatively active gases.

The 2009 Open Science Conference will also provide
SOLAS scientists with the opportunity to discuss
“hot” topics such as halogen-ozone exchanges,
DMS emissions in global climate models, sea ice
biogeochemistry, ocean-derived aerosols,
atmospheric control of nutrient cycling, ocean-
atmosphere interactions in the Mediterranean, ship
plumes and air-sea fluxes in eastern boundary
upwelling systems. Discussions will also address
future activities, such as large scale experiments,
ocean fertilization, plans for a joint ESA-SOLAS
activity and cooperation between Asian SOLAS and
Asian Dust and Ocean EcoSystem (ADOES).

SOLAS is sponsored by the Scientific Committee
on Oceanic Research (SCOR), the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), the World
Climate Research Programme (WCRP) and the
International Commission on Atmospheric Chemistry
and Global Pollution (ICACGP).

The SOLAS International Project Office is supported
by the Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC) and the University of East Anglia (UEA).

http://www.solas-int.org

SOLAS Introduction
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The Catalan Water Agency (Agència Catalana de
l’Aigua, ACA) The Catalan Water Agency
(Agencia Catalana de l'Aigua, ACA) is the public
entity of the Government of Catalonia in charge of
the governing policies concerning water and based
on the principles of the Water Framework Directive.
The Agency manages the complete water cycle
through an integrating vision that keeps the
balance of ecosystems in mind and makes it
compatible with the societal growing demands
for stability, universal access and immediacy
http://aca-web.gencat.cat/aca

Obra social “La Caixa” is a non–profit institution
whose aim is to develop social programs for the
benefit of the public. In this framework the
CosmoCaixa is a Science Museum which organizes
science-related activities with the aim to diffuse
scientific spirit and knowledge into society.
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/

Environmental Chemistry is a multidisciplinary
journal published by CSIRO Publishing that addresses
chemical processes of the environment. Articles
address fundamental chemistry but contain
introductions for non specialists, and thus will appeal
to all environmental researchers and policy makers in
academia, government and industry. Environmental
Chemistry is sponsoring the OSC poster session.
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/188.htm

The Agency for Management of University and
Research Grants (Agència de Gestió d’ Ajuts
Universitaris i de Recerca, AGAUR) provides
grants to postgraduate students and postdoctoral
researchers, as well as research and training
support grants.
http://www10.gencat.net/agaur_web
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Conference Sponsors / Organising Committees

The Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation
(Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovacion, MICINN) is
responsible for the development and implementation
of research policy in all sectors and the promotion
and facilitation of links between science and
innovation. It plays a central role in the design
of the National Plan for Scientific Research,
Development and Technological Innovation.
http://web.micinn.es

The Spanish Scientific Research Council
(Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas, CSIC) aims to promote, develop,
coordinate and disseminate multidisciplinary
scientific and technological research. CSIC
collaborates with many institutions in Spain and
abroad and cooperates with universities for the
provision of postgraduate training.
http://www.csic.es

The Kiel Cluster of Excellence "The Future
Ocean" is a unique research group located in Kiel,
Germany, made up of more than 140 scientists
from six faculties of the Christian-Albrechts-
Universität zu Kiel, the Leibniz- Institut of Marine
Sciences (IFM-GEOMAR), the Institute for World
Economy (IfW) and the Muthesius Academy of Fine
Arts. This multidisciplinary project comprises geo-
and marine scientists, mathematicians, lawyers and
social scientists. It aims to investigate climate and
ocean change, to re-evaluate the opportunities and
risks of global change and to develop strategies
that enable sustainable resource management of
the world's oceans.
http://www.ozean-der-zukunft.de

The multidisciplinary research consortium on Gradual
and Abrupt Climate Changes and their Impacts
on the Environment (GRACCIE-Consolider) aims
to reconstruct past global changes based on marine
and terrestrial records from climatically sensitive
areas. The group is composed of a multidisciplinary
team of scientists.

The Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research
(SCOR) facilitates international collaborations in the
field of ocean science from the planning stage to
the synthesis of results. SCOR provided support for
scientists from developing countries to attend this
conference through support from the U.S. National
Science Foundation.
http://www.scor-int.org/

Facultat de Geologia

The University of Barcelona (Universitat de
Barcelona) has been established for over 500 years
as Catalonia’s most important university. It is also
one of the main academic institutions promoting
research at a national level and has evolved as one
of the major research institutions in Europe.
http://www.ub.edu/homeub/en/

The European Space Agency (ESA) is Europe’s
gateway to space. Its mission is to shape the
development of Europe’s space capability and
ensure that investment in space continues to deliver
benefits to the citizens of Europe and the world.
http://www.esa.int

Conference Sponsors
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Scientific Organising Committee

Chair: Doug Wallace Germany
Isabel Cacho-Lascorz Spain
Minhan Dai China
Gerrit de Leeuw Finland
Véronique Garçon France
Cécile Guieu France
Sergey Gulev Russia
Dave Kieber USA
Nilgun Kubilay Turkey
Cliff Law New Zealand
Peter Liss UK
Wade McGillis USA
Trish Quinn USA
Guang-Yu Shi China
Eric Saltzman USA
Rafel Simó Spain

Scientific Organising Committee cont.

Jacqueline Stefels The Netherlands
Shigenobu Takeda Japan
Roland von Glasow UK

Local Organising Committee

Isabel Cacho University of Barcelona
Rafel Simó Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas (CSIC)

SOLAS International Project Office, UK

Emily Brévière Executive Officer
Sophie Seeyave current Project Officer
Georgia Bayliss-Brown previous Project Officer
Hannah Mossman previous Project Officer



TUESDAY 17TH NOVEMBER

TIME EVENT ABSTRACT VENUE

Theme: Surface ocean lower atmosphere interactions of the past Chair: Rainer Zahn, Spain

08:45 Keynote: Acidification and carbon cycling in the oceans: p14 Auditori
Carles Pelejero, Spain Clues from the past

09:30 Dani Schmidt, UK Quantifying ocean acidification during the p15 Auditori
Paleocene Eocene thermal maximum

09:50 Rebecca Robinson, USA Lessons from the last ice age: High latitude p15 Auditori
controls on tropical ocean biogeochemistry

10:10 Eric Galbraith, Canada Modelling the impacts of past climate changes p16 Auditori
on global nutrient distributions

10:30 COFFEE

Theme: Aerosols over the ocean Chair: Eric Saltzman, USA

11:00 Keynote: Distribution and chemical characterisation of p16 Auditori
Mitsuo Uematsu, Japan marine aerosols over the Pacific Ocean

11:45 Trish Quinn, USA Origins and composition of aerosol in the p17 Auditori
marine atmosphere

12:05 Olga Mayol-Bracero, Carbonaceous aerosols over p17 Auditori
Puerto Rico the Caribbean region

12:25 Ashwini Kumar, India Mineral and anthropogenic aerosols over the p18 Auditori
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal

12:45 LUNCH

14:30 Parallel discussion sessions

Nadja Steiner Towards a better representation of ocean DMS p28 Beta
emissions in global climate models - status of
measurement issues and model parameterisations

Véronique Garçon Air-sea gas fluxes at Eastern Boundary p28 Agora
upwelling systems

Cécile Guieu Atmospheric control of nutrient cycling and p29 Auditori
production in the surface ocean

Marc Mallet - Ocean-atmosphere interactions in the p29 Gamma
Richard Sempéré Mediterranean Sea

16:00 COFFEE

16:30 Poster session – SOLAS Focus 2 Poster hall

18:00 END
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SUNDAY 15TH NOVEMBER 17:00 Registration 18:30 Ice breaker

MONDAY 16TH NOVEMBER 08:30 Registration

TIME EVENT ABSTRACT VENUE

09:00 Introduction

Theme: Long-lived gases and ocean acidification Chair: Aida Ríos, Spain

09:15 Keynote: Ulf Riebesell, Ocean acidification and its potential effects p12 Auditori
Germany on air/sea exchange of climate relevant gases

10:00 Laura Farias, Chile Tracking the mechanisms of production and p12 Auditori
consumption of biogases in coastal
upwelling ecosystems

10:20 Urumu Tsunogai, Tracing nitrate and nitrous oxide in surface p13 Auditori
Japan ocean using stable isotopes

10:40 COFFEE

Theme: Advances in gas exchange parameterization Chair: Wade McGillis, USA

11:00 Keynote: Quantifying air-sea gas transfer velocities- p13 Auditori
Rik Wanninkhof, USA Do we need more than wind speed?

11:45 Christa Marandino, Measuring open ocean DMS fluxes: p14 Auditori
Germany A comparison and synthesis of air-sea gas

transfer velocity experiments

12:05 Brian Ward, Ireland Toward quantification of upper ocean and p14 Auditori
lower atmosphere processes for improved
determination of air-sea gas fluxes

12:25 LUNCH See Conference Venue section p48

14:30 Parallel discussion sessions

Diego Fernández Prieto Identifying SOLAS scientific requirements for p26 Agora
a new joint ESA-SOLAS activity

David Kieber Ocean-derived aerosols: Production, p26 Auditori
evolution and impacts

Peter Liss Large-scale experiments for SOLAS p27 Beta

Stephen Archer Does a halogen-ozone exchange feedback exist p27 Gamma
Laurens Ganzeveld and dominate MBL reactive iodine atom sources?

16:00 COFFEE

16:30 Poster session – SOLAS Focus 1, Part 1 Poster hall

18:00 END
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Programme

THURSDAY 19TH NOVEMBER

TIME EVENT ABSTRACT VENUE

Theme: Nutrient limitation and atmospheric deposition Chair: Cliff Law, New Zealand

08:45 Keynote: Impact of atmospheric inputs on p22 Auditori
Cécile Guieu, France oligotrophic ecosystems

09:30 Gwo-Ching Gong, Effect of Asian dust storm on upper ocean p22 Auditori
Taiwan biogeochemistry in the nutrient limited

Northwest Pacific Ocean

09:50 Alex Baker, UK Field observations of nutrient deposition to p23 Auditori
the Atlantic Ocean

10:10 Jordi Dachs, Spain Atmosphere-ocean exchanges of organic matter: p23 Auditori
Characterization, fluxes and significance

10:30 COFFEE

Theme: Genomic and genetic studies of ocean-atmosphere exchanges Chair: Ronald Kiene, USA

11:00 Keynote: Regulation of bacterial DMSP degradation: p24 Auditori
Maryann Moran, USA A functional genomic approach

11:45 Rebecca Langlois, Factors influencing the distribution and p24 Auditori
Germany abundance of diazotrophs: A qPCR approach

12:05 Thomas Mock, UK Whole-genome expression profiling of the marine p25 Auditori
diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana to identify the
molecular underpinnings of nutrient limited growth

12.25 Closure remarks

12:35 END

Programme
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WEDNESDAY 18TH NOVEMBER

TIME EVENT ABSTRACT VENUE

Theme: Advanced techniques for SOLAS Chair: Doug Wallace, Germany

08:45 Marcel Kuypers, Quantifying microbial activity in the ocean: p18 Auditori
Germany From single cells to global fluxes

09:15 Oscar Schofield, USA Dawn in the age of robotic oceanography: p19 Auditori
Building an autonomous distributed network for
the world's oceans

09:45 Mick Follows, USA Modelling marine microbes: Physiology, p19 Auditori
community structure and biogeochemical function

10:15 Peter Liss, UK SOLAS and the spectre of geo-engineering p20 Auditori

10:45 COFFEE

Theme: Ozone and halogens over the ocean Chair: Roland von Glasow, UK

11:20 Keynote: John Plane, UK Halogen chemistry in the marine boundary layer p20 Auditori

12:05 Alexandra Steffen, Understanding atmospheric mercury in the world p21 Auditori
Canada of ozone and halogens over the Arctic Ocean

12:25 Alfonso Saiz-Lopez, Possible climatic impacts of reactive halogens p21 Auditori
Spain in the tropical marine atmosphere

12:45 LUNCH

14:30 Parallel discussion sessions

Roland von Glasow Ship plumes p30 Beta

Jacqueline Stefels Sea ice biogeochemistry and exchange p30 Auditori
with the atmosphere

Mitsuo Uematsu Future for the Asian Dust and Ocean EcoSystem p31 Gamma
(ADOES) with Asian SOLAS

Cliff Law Ocean fertilization: Legislation, ethical p31 Agora
considerations and the role of SOLAS

16:00 COFFEE

16:30 Poster session – SOLAS Focus 3 and Focus 1, Part 2 Poster hall

18:00 END

19:30 CONFERENCE BANQUET See Local Information Section p52

IntroIn
tr

o

Will you host the next Open Science Conference in 2012?

We hope that this conference might inspire you to be willing to host the next OSC!
Please feel free to question and discuss your ideas with any members of the local
organising committee, scientific steering committee or SOLAS IPO during the
conference. Alternatively, you can e-mail us at solas@uea.ac.uk.
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Plenary Talks

magnitude highest. In the case of CH4, it seems
to be produced mainly in anoxic sediments; its
consumption in the hypoxic water (mainly at the
oxyclines) by aerobic CH4 oxidation (AMO) reduces
the amount of the exchange with the atmosphere.
Thus, both chemoautotrophy activities (AAO and
AMO) are very active processes in the hypoxic waters
of the ESP and modulate the N2O and CH4 effluxes.

These findings indicate that processes cycling
N2O and CH4 are highly sensitive to fluctuations
in oxygen and, therefore, expected O2 changes
in future scenarios due to local (eutrophication),
regional (ENSO cycle) and global (climate change)
processes might produce a change in the
concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
water column, and in their air-sea fluxes.

Air-sea gas exchange is of great scientific interest
because of its importance in biogeochemical
cycling of climate and weather related gaseous
compounds. In particular, gas exchange contributes
to the mitigation of the anthropogenic greenhouse
effect through absorption of excess atmospheric
CO2 by the oceans. Gas exchange is also important
to climate and atmospheric radiative transfer
because of the sea-to-air flux of dimethylsulfide
(DMS), which serves as a precursor to cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN). In addition, oxygen
levels in ocean surface waters are critically
dependent on air-sea gas exchange, and the
invasion of O2 can alleviate hypoxia in coastal
oceans and estuaries. There is thus strong interest
in simple and robust means to estimate gas fluxes.
This is often done through a bulk parameterizations
where the flux is the product of the concentration
difference of the gas in air and water,ΔC, and a
parameter called transfer velocity, k: F = k ΔC.

The ΔC can be measured directly in for small-scale
studies, or estimated for regional or global
investigations while k is often related to wind speed.
The wind speed parameterizations have proved to
be very useful, but no universal relationship has
been developed to date. This is in part because gas
transfer is not intrinsically related to wind speed but

rather to turbulence at the air-water interface, or
by bubble mediated exchange. Wind speeds often
are a useful proxy for these processes but it must
be fully appreciated that the processes controlling
air-sea gas transfer are not uniquely related to
wind speed. Using the hybrid model of gas transfer,
originally proposed by Prof. D. Woolf, I explore
how well wind speed can represent the various
processes controlling gas transfer. A major
conclusion is that gas transfer of different gases
cannot be simply scaled by their molecular
diffusion coefficient (or Schmidt number). To
emphasize the importance of the functional
dependence of the relationships I show the impact
the different forms of gas transfer can have on
global uptake of CO2, even if the relationships
meet the same global constraints.

The seafloor of the broad continental shelves in the
area of the Bering/Chukchi Seas is one of the most
active sites of denitrification.

In this talk, I would like to discuss the origin of
N2O enriched in water columns of the area.

Tracing nitrate and nitrous oxide in surface ocean using stable isotopes by Urumu Tsunogai
Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

Theme: Advances in gas exchange parameterization

Quantifying air-sea gas transfer velocities - Do we need more than wind speed?
by Rik Wanninkhof (keynote speaker) NOAA/AOML, Miami, USA

Plenary Talks
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Rapid and dramatic changes in seawater carbonate
chemistry are predicted to occur as result of
oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO2. These
changes, often summarized by the term ocean
acidification, are expected to have both stimulating
and detrimental effects on marine biota.
Pronounced physiological and ecological changes
observed in response to ocean acidification will
likely affect trophic interactions and elemental
cycling in the ocean. Some of these responses have
the potential for significant feedback to the climate
system by means of changes in export production,
deep sea oxygen consumption and nitrogen cycling.
Ocean acidification was found to also directly affect
the production and consumption of climate-relevant

organic gases by marine microorganisms, such
as dimethyl sulphide and volatile iodocarbon
compounds. Changes in the sea-to-air flux of
these marine trace gases could influence the
oxidative capacity of the atmosphere and the
production of particles in the marine boundary
layer. During my presentation I will review recent
findings of ocean acidification effects on the
production and consumption of climate relevant
gases and will attempt to assess their feedback
potential to the climate system. Because the
underlying mechanisms responsible for most
of the observed responses are still unknown,
however, predictions of future changes in
air/sea gas exchange remain elusive.

In the eastern South Pacific region (ESP), the
subsurface and poleward Peru-Chile Undercurrent
transports rich-nutrient, low-oxygen waters
associated with the Equatorial Subsurface Water
mass (ESSW). A strong oxygen minimum zone
(OMZ) in the ESSW over the shelf and shelf-edge
areas is the main source of nutrients for coastal
upwelling, providing a boost to phytoplankton
production and supporting intense gas exchange.
The combination of a shallow OMZ and coastal
upwelling in the ESP represents a main pole of
scientific interest, since processes that are of
climatical importance, as nitrification, denitrification,
methanotrophy and other anaerobic heterotrophic
pathways, are producing CO2, CH4 and N2O.
The processes producing and consuming N2O
and CH4 (chemical assays), along with several
biogeochemical (O2, N2O, CH4, nutrients, AOU,
δ15N-N2O, δ15N-Norg δ13C-Corg) and
oceanographic variables, are described. The data
were derived from several cruises covering a wide
area (10-50ºS) and a time series station which
covers seasonal and inter-annual scales (COPAS
time-series, since 2002). From the spatial point of

view, strong O2 gradients are observed, vertically
(mainly associated with the oxyclines) and
horizontally (the ESSW being progressively
more oxygenated with latitude). At the annual
and interannual scales, shifts in O2 levels occur,
changing from oxic to hypoxic, or even anoxic,
conditions. Thus, the biogeochemical scenarios
in the ESP change spatially and temporally, and,
thereby, the air-sea exchanges of greenhouses
gases are affected in different ways and intensities.

Results show that O2 levels control the N2O and
CH4 content in vertical, meridian and temporal
gradients. When the OMZ water holds O2 levels
less than suboxia, as in Peru and northern Chile
(10º-25ºS), and in bottom water of central Chile,
denitrification is the main process in N2O cycling.
Under this condition, N2O is partly consumed in the
water column and, therefore, N2O air-sea flux is
reduced. Under hypoxic condition in the subsurface
water, as it occurs off central Chile (30-40ºS),
there is a strong N2O production by aerobic NH4

+

oxidation (AAO) and hotspots of N2O levels are
generated; N2O efflux can be one order of

Theme: Long-lived gases and ocean acidification

Ocean acidification and its potential effects on air/sea exchange of climate relevant gases
by Ulf Riebesell (keynote speaker) Leibniz Institute of Marine Sciences (IFM-GEOMAR), Kiel, Germany

Tracking processes cycling greenhouse gases (N2O and CH4) in the eastern
South Pacific Region by Laura Farías Laboratorio de Procesos Oceanográficos y Clima (PROFC),
Universidad de Concepción, Chile

TalksTa
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They include the discovery of interdecadal changes
in reef-water pH during the last centuries and the
determination of surface and deep water pH
changes over glacial to interglacial time scales,
together with the assessment of possible changes
in the composition of phytoplankton as a possible

mechanism to explain the glacial/interglacial typical
changes in atmospheric CO2. Clues related to ocean
acidification from more ancient episodes will be also
briefly reviewed, from several short-lived warming
events that occurred during the Paleocene and
Eocene, to the ‘big five’ extinctions of the Phanerozoic.

Quantifying ocean acidification during the Palaeocene Eocene Thermal Maximum
by Dani Schmidt Department of Earth Science, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK
Co-authors: A.J. Ridgwell 1, S.A. Kasemann 2, E. Thomas 3

1School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol, UK, 2Grant Institute of Earth Science, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 3Department of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, New Haven, USA

The ocean will absorb increasing amounts of fossil
fuel CO2 in the future, with the pH of surface waters
decreasing by up to 0.5-0.6 pH . The Palaeocene-
Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) has been
suggested as a close palaeo-analogue for future
climate change and ocean acidification as the
carbon release is thought to be comparable to
that possible over the coming centuries. However,
a prerequisite for the comparisons of the ecological
response during the PETM to the future as a
constraint on impacts of acidification on
ecosystems due to fossil fuel burning is knowing
how the paleo-pH changed at this time.

We present boron isotopes and the boron/calcium
ratio of benthic foraminifers across the PETM
at deep-sea Maud Rise and shelf at Bass River.
Mg/Ca indicates a two-step temperature increase
from 12.7°C to 18.5°C. The reconstructed pH
record across the PETM shows a large, two-step
reduction coeval with temperature rise, with a
recovery period to pre-event values significantly
more drawn out than that of the isotopic
composition of the ocean. The pH change provides
additional constraints on the amount of carbon
input, the rate of change and hence our
understanding of this past acidification event.

Lessons from the last ice age: High latitude controls on tropical ocean biogeochemistry
by Rebecca S. Robinson Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, USA

Co-author: P. Martinez Université Bordeaux 1, Talence, France

The timing of variability in a range of
paleoceanographic proxy records from the Pacific
implies tight coupling between the polar and
tropical oceans across the last glacial cycle.
Proxy records of export productivity, nutrient supply,
and the extent of water column denitrification from
the Eastern Tropical Pacific show characteristic
patterns of change since the last ice age. In
particular, the deglaciation, as defined by the
shifts in hydrogen and oxygen isotope records
from Southern Hemisphere ice cores, stands out as
a period of tight coupling. Export productivity was
high in the eastern equatorial Pacific during the
glacial period and reached an absolute maximum
during the deglaciation. The deglacial peak in
export occurred during an interval of high nutrient
supply and nutrient utilization, as interpreted from

carbon and nitrogen stable isotope records,
respectively. Similarly, coherent changes in the
extent of water column denitrification occurred
along the margins of the Eastern Tropical Pacific.
Denitrification, represented by sedimentary
nitrogen isotope records, also peaked during the
deglaciation. We posit that these features are all
related to changes in the preformed nutrient
content of thermocline water supplied to the low
latitudes. During the deglaciation, the reinvigoration
of overturning circulation and reincorporation of
CO2 and nutrients into the upper ocean, causes a
transient peak in the supply of nutrients to the low
latitudes. The increase in supply leads to a cascade
of effects including a peak in export, elevated
oxygen demand, and an expansion of the oxygen
minimum zone.

Plenary Talks
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Theme continued: Advances in gas exchange parameterization

Measuring open ocean DMS fluxes: A comparison and synthesis of air-sea gas transfer velocity
experiments by Christa Marandino Leibniz Institute of Marine Sciences (IFM-GEOMAR), Kiel, Germany

Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization mass
spectrometry (AP-CIMS) was used to perform direct
air-sea flux measurements of dimethylsulfide (DMS)
with the eddy correlation technique. The DMS air-
sea concentration difference was also measured in
order to derive the gas transfer coefficient (k). The
measurements were made aboard three cruises:
1) PHASE-I in the equatorial and northern Pacific
Ocean from May-July 2004, 2) Knorr-06 in the
southeastern Pacific Ocean in January 2006,
3) Knorr-07 in the north Atlantic in July 2007.

The wind speed dependence of the derived k
values was examined and compared to that of
previous DMS, CO2, and dual tracer measurements.
The results from these field campaigns appear to
support a linear wind speed dependence of kDMS.
The k values from these measurements are in
generally good agreement with those from
published DMS and dual tracer experiments.
However, the agreement between these
measurements and published kCO2 values is
unclear and requires further exploration.

Toward quantification of upper ocean and lower atmosphere processes for improved
determination of air-sea gas fluxes by Brian Ward National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland

This talk will present result upper ocean
measurements from the Air-Sea Interaction Profiler
(ASIP) during the Indian Ocean Cirene Campaign.
ASIP has the ability to make repeated profiles of key
processes related to air-sea exchange from below

the mixed layer to the air-sea interface. This talk will
also present new technological advances for making
eddy correlation air-sea flux measurements from a
moving platform over the ocean.

Theme: Surface ocean lower atmosphere interactions of the past

Acidification and carbon cycling in the oceans: Clues from the past
by Carles Pelejero (keynote speaker) ICREA and Institut de Ciències del Mar, CSIC, Barcelona, Spain

Beyond the greenhouse effect, the anthropogenic
rise of atmospheric CO2 is leading to a progressive
acidification of the oceans with the potential to
impact marine organisms and ecosystems in a
variety of ways. Interest in the issue of ocean
acidification has deepened in the past years as
a growing number of specialists have begun to
understand the widespread implications of this
environmental problem. A wide range of research
strategies has been proposed, which are tackling
this issue from a variety of angles, encompassing
experiments with marine organisms in the
laboratory under manipulated carbonate chemistry
conditions, mesocosms studies, monitoring of the
natural variability, assessment of possible effects in
the field, etc. In this talk, I will briefly review some
of the latest and most compelling achievements of

these research approaches, but I will focus
specifically on clues obtained from
paleoreconstructions. This is a fruitful strategy,
some times forgotten in scientific programmes
and institutional research plans, that is successfully
providing valuable insight on critical elements and
processes, rarely approachable with experimental
studies. The issue of adaptation of marine organisms
to ocean acidification, for instance, is difficult to
attack with conventional experimental work. However,
clues on this critical subject can be obtained by
studying the response of marine biota during
acidification events in the past, by means of a careful
examination of the fossil record. In this review,
glimpses on the nature of the ocean acidification
threat for the near and distant future will be reviewed
from paleoreconstructions over different timescales.
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with atmospheric aerosols. As a result, the size and
chemistry of fog droplets are modified and so too
are the numbers and chemistry of marine aerosol
particles. In particular, sea fog/aerosol interactions
can lead to the air-to-sea transfer of atmospheric
aerosols that have become enriched with various
trace elements.

To address these and other emerging issues, and
more generally to better understand the important
biogeochemical processes and interactions
occurring over the open oceans, more long-term
recurrent research cruises with standardized
atmospheric shipboard measurements will be
needed in the future.

Origins and composition of aerosol in the marine atmosphere by Trish Quinn
NOAA PMEL, Seattle, USA

Aerosols found in the marine boundary layer are
derived from the ocean itself (e.g., sea salt, biogenic
non-seasalt (nss) sulfate, and organics) and from
long-range transport from continental source
regions (e.g., dust and nss SO4

=, black carbon,
and organic matter resulting from anthropogenic
activities). Both oceanic and continental sources
contribute to the radiative effects of aerosols in the
marine atmosphere. Over the past two decades,
there have been many shipboard field experiments
focused on the characterization of aerosol properties

to improve the understanding of atmospheric
chemistry in the marine boundary layer as well as
estimates of aerosol direct and indirect radiative
forcing. These experiments have taken place in
coastal waters and in the open ocean including
parts of the Southern, Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans and the Norwegian and Greenland Seas.
A summary of the composition and climate impacts
of aerosols in the marine boundary layer will be
presented along with a comparison of ocean -
and continentally derived aerosols.

Carbonaceous aerosols over the Caribbean region by Olga L. Mayol-Bracero
Institute for Tropical Ecosystem Studies, University of Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico

The Caribbean is an atmospherically important,
but understudied region that is heavily influenced
by trade winds and frequent inputs of African
dust (AD). The chemical and physical properties
of atmospheric particles, focusing on the
carbonaceous fraction and on marine and AD, have
been investigated at Cape San Juan field station in
the Caribbean island of Puerto Rico. Atmospheric
particles were collected with stacked-filter units
(SFUs) and a 13-stage Dekati low-pressure
impactor. The sampling was supplemented with
measurements of aerosols’ scattering and
absorption properties. Air masses influenced by
marine aerosols, AD, and anthropogenic pollution
were studied. Thermal/optical analysis of SFUs
backup filters indicated that 50% of the organic
carbon (OC) collected on front filters was gas-
phase rather than particulate-phase OC. Elemental

carbon (EC) was found at low-to-non detectable
levels and was also found adhering to the surface
of dust particles. Particle organic matter varied with
season, with lower concentrations in the summer
and dusty period (~ 90 ng/m3) than in the winter
(~ 250 ng/m3). Size-resolved results showed a
trimodal OC distribution, with concentrations higher
in the fine fraction and in the absence of dust. The
carbonaceous material in the dust particles could
have been adsorbed near the African coast
(e.g., agricultural activities, biomass burning,…),
or while traveling over the Atlantic Ocean. Additional
results on the size-resolved carbonaceous fraction
of the aerosol samples will be presented as well as
differences in aerosol physico-chemical properties
for samples with marine, AD, and anthropogenic
influence from North America.
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Modeling the impacts of past climate changes on global nutrient distributions
by Eric Galbraith McGill University, Montreal, Québec, Canada

The sinking of organic matter continually removes
nutrients from the sunlit reaches of the upper
ocean, sequestering them in the deep and leaving
most of the ocean surface nutrient-starved.
Surface ecosystems depend on the physical ocean
circulation to return those nutrients to the euphotic
zone. Paleoceanographic evidence suggests that
the return fluxes of nutrients to the surface ocean
varied dramatically, at the global scale, during the
last glacial cycle. During the peak of the last ice
age, it appears that the supply of nutrients via the
polar oceans was generally decreased relative to
today, while abrupt, centennial-timescale climate
shifts appear to have had broad impacts with some
degree of antiphasing between the northern and

southern hemispheres. These changes had
implications for ecosystems, for the extent of
oxygen-depleted waters, and for the concentrations
of atmospheric gases including carbon dioxide and
nitrous oxide. Global ocean models that incorporate
prognostic biogeochemical cycling can be used to
explore the mechanisms linking climate changes to
nutrient cycling dynamics. For example, reductions
in the Atlantic meridional overturning impede the
supply of nutrients to much of the global ocean,
while changes in the circulation of the Southern
Ocean affect the flux of nutrients through the
Subantarctic Mode Water pathway.
These and other relevant mechanisms will be
illustrated with model simulations

Theme: Aerosols over the ocean

Distribution and chemical characterization of marine aerosols over the Pacific Ocean
by Mitsuo Uematsu (keynote speaker) Ocean Research Institute, The University of Tokyo, Japan

The Pacific Ocean, the world’s largest (occupying
about 30% of the Earth’s total surface area) has
several distinguishing biogeochemical features.
In the western Pacific, dust particles originating
from arid and semi-arid regions in Asia and
Australia are transported to the north and south,
respectively. Biomass burning emissions from
Southeast Asia are exported to the tropical Pacific,
and anthropogenic substances flowing out of Asia
and Eurasia spread both regionally and globally,
affecting cloud and rainfall patterns, air quality,
and the radiative balance of downwind regions.

The deposition of atmospheric aerosols containing
iron and other essential trace elements is important
for biogeochemical cycles in the oceans because
this source of nutrients helps sustain primary
production and affects food-web structure;
these effects in turn influence the chemical
properties of marine atmosphere.

Dissolved organic matter and particulate material
scavenged from the water column and injected
into the air by bursting bubbles, can be recycled
between ocean and atmosphere.

From an atmospheric chemistry standpoint,
sea-salt aerosols produced by strong winds
and marine biogenic gases emitted from highly
productive waters affect the physicochemical
characteristics of marine aerosols. As
phytoplankton populations are patchy and
atmospheric processes sporadic, the interactions
between atmospheric chemical constituents and
marine biota vary for different regions as well as
seasonally and over longer timescales.

In the subarctic North Pacific, sea fog is a common
meteorological phenomenon, occurring over 30%
of the time in summer; this type of advection fog
often persists long enough to interact intensively
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Dawn in the age of robotic oceanography: Building an autonomous distributed network for
the world's oceans by Oscar Schofield Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA

Co-authors: Josh Kohut and Scott Glenn

Buoyancy driven Slocum gliders were a vision of
Douglas Webb, which Henry Stommel championed
in a futuristic vision published in 1989.
Slocum gliders have transitioned from a concept
to a technology serving basic research and
environmental stewardship. The long duration and
low operating costs of gliders allow them to anchor
spatial time series. Large distances, over 600 km,
can be covered using a single set of alkaline
batteries. Lithium batteries can anchor missions
that are thousands of kilometers in length with
platforms remaining at sea for close to one year.
Since the initial tests, a wide range of physical and
optical sensors have been integrated into the glider
allowing measurements of temperature, salinity,
depth averaged currents, surface currents,
fluorescence, apparent/inherent optical properties
active and passive acoustics. These sensors allow
gliders to now map the physics, phytoplankton load,
phytoplankton composition, and photosynthetic
metabolism. A command/control center, entitled
Dockserver, allows users to fly fleets of gliders

simultaneously in multiple places around the
world via the Internet. Since October 2003,
Rutgers gliders have conducted 157 missions,
traversed >55,000 kilometers, logged >2600 days
at sea, and logged ~350,000 vertical profiles.
The capabilities of the glider make them an
indispensable tool for the growing global effort to
build integrated ocean observatories. For example,
gliders are now a central tool within the National
Science Foundation Ocean Observatory Initiative
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Integrated Ocean Observing
System. These initiatives will deploy distributed
networks of gliders and combined with European
glider fleets provide a backbone that will
complement global satellites & ARGOS array
providing foundation of a global ocean observing
pattern. We will illustrate the potential of the
gliders to define phytoplankton dynamics in
extreme environments spanning from polar
oceans to large tropical storms.

Modelling marine microbes: Physiology, community structure and biogeochemical function
by Mick Follows MIT, Cambridge, Boston, USA

Microbial communities play a critical role in
the regulation of the marine food web, ocean
biogeochemistry and climate. Mathematical and
numerical models are used as tools to interpret,
and ultimately predict, relationships between
community structure, function and environment.
We will discuss and illustrate recent directions
in marine ecosystem modeling, including the

application of "self-organizing" and evolutionary
model frameworks, and the interface with genomic
observations. We will discuss the importance of trade-
offs at the cellular level which influence fitness and
community composition and review size and resource
allocation based parameterizations. We will also
discuss the need to model microbial communities as
an integral part of the broader food web.
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Mineral and anthropogenic aerosols over Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal by Ashwini Kumar
Physical Research Laboratory, India

The chemical composition of aerosols involving
water soluble constituents (Na+, NH4

+, K+, Mg2+,
Ca2+,Cl-, NO3

- and SO4
2- ), crustal elements

(Al, Fe, and Ca) and carbonaceous species (EC, OC)
has been studied in marine atmospheric boundary
layer (MABL) of Bay of Bengal (BOB) and Arabian
Sea (ARS) during March-May 2006. The total
suspended particulates (TSP) ranged from 5.2 to
46.6 µg m-3 and 8.2 to 46.9 µg m-3 during the
campaigns in BOB and ARS respectively. On
average, water-soluble species account for 44%
and 33% of TSP over BOB and ARS respectively,
with dominant contribution of SO4

2- over both the
oceanic regions. The nss-SO4

2- varied from 2.5 to
10.2 µg m-3 over BOB (Av: 5.7 µg m-3 and account
for 92 % of SO4

2-); it varied as 1.3 to 5.7 µg m-3

over ARS (Av: 2.9 µg m-3; constituting 86 % of SO4
2-).

The contribution of Mg2+ and K+ to the total
water-soluble components is insignificant over
both regions; however, contribution of NH4

+ is
significant over BOB compared to the dominance
of nss-Ca2+ over ARS. The impact of higher
abundance of nss-SO4

2- is further evident from
the large Cl- deficit observed over BOB (greater
than 85 %) consistent with higher abundance of
OC and EC. Abundances of Fe and Al ranged from
0.09 to 1.01 and 0.13 to 2.48 in the MABL of
ARS (dominated by dust sources) and their dry-
deposition fluxes are estimated to be 395 and
665 mg m-2 d-1, respectively. The dominance of
anthropogenic species and dry deposition of Fe
have implications to the atmospheric inputs of trace
constituents those are being increasingly recognize
to modulate upper ocean biogeochemistry.

Theme: Advanced techniques for SOLAS

Quantifying microbial activity in the Ocean: From single cells to global fluxes
by Marcel M.M. Kuypers MPI for Marine Microbiology, Bremen, Germany

Coupling the identity of microbes with their activity
in the environment remains an important gap in
our ability to explore the role of microorganisms
in global biogeochemical cycles. The development
of techniques to quantify the metabolic activity
of single microbial cells has been especially
challenging, mostly due to their small sizes. This
problem has recently been solved, however, by the
development of the nanometer-scale secondary ion
mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS), which for the first
time makes it possible to determine the chemical,
radioisotopic, or stable isotopic composition of
biomass at the sub-micron level. An even more
powerful technique emerges when nanoSIMS is
combined with in situ hybridization using gene
probes specific to the organisms of interest. We
used 19F-labeled gene probes to directly identify

individual microbial cells inhabiting various marine
environments by nanoSIMS. The hybridization
procedure is essentially identical to that used for
CARD-FISH, and the same probes were applied.
By combining this probing technique with in situ
incubation experiments with 15N- and 13C-labeled
substrates, we assessed the metabolic activity of
microorganisms and simultaneously identified
their phylogenetic characteristics during a single
nanoSIMS scan. This approach for the first time
directly linked the identity of microbial cells in a
complex microbial community to their in situ
carbon and nitrogen incorporation. NanoSIMS is
truly an imaging breakthrough, whose application
is only just beginning to yield information once
considered inaccessible.
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Understanding atmospheric mercury in the world of ozone and halogens over the Arctic Ocean
by Alexandra Steffen Air Quality Research Division, Science and Technology Branch,
Environment Canada, Canada and Universität Lüneburg, Germany

Co-authors: Jan Bottenheim1, Amanda Cole1, Tina Scherz1 and Ralf Ebinghaus2,3

1 Air Quality Research Division, Science and Technology Branch, Environment Canada, Canada
2 Universität Lüneburg, Germany
3 GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht GmbH, Institute for Coastal Research, Geesthacht, Germany

Understanding the cycling of mercury (Hg) in
the polar atmosphere has dramatically changed
since the 1995 discovery of atmospheric mercury
depletion events (AMDEs) in Alert, Canada.
This discovery demonstrated that Hg undergoes
a series of photochemically initiated reactions that
render it less stable in the air and make it more
susceptible to deposition in the Arctic springtime.
This phenomenon is initiated though the unique
photochemistry that converts sea salts to reactive
halogen species. These halogen species deplete
both ozone and mercury to near zero levels during
the polar spring. Although work has been
undertaken in this area for over 10 years, there
remain many gaps of information about key
processes involved in creating these depletion

events, the mechanisms sustaining these events
and the subsequent deposition, re-emission and/or
entering of mercury into the ecosystem. Recently,
it has become evident that the interactions of
chemicals between the snow, ice, ocean and
atmosphere in Polar Regions have an impact on
the composition of the overlying atmosphere. Long
term measurements of atmospheric mercury in the
Canadian high Arctic, at Alert, have been the stepping
stone for work undertaken in this field of research.
This comprehensive data set coupled with several
intensive field campaigns have provided evidence
that atmospheric conditions play an active role in
the deposition of mercury to the Arctic environment.
An overview of this body of work, including results
from these data sets, will be presented.

Possible climatic impacts of reactive halogens in the tropical marine atmosphere
by Alfonso Saiz-Lopez Laboratory for Atmospheric and Climate Science, CSIC, Toledo, Spain

Reactive halogens are important in the Earth’s
troposphere for several reasons, including the
catalytic destruction of ozone, altering the oxidizing
capacity, and the formation of ultra-fine aerosol, all
with potential impacts on climate. However, the role
of reactive halogens in the chemistry of the tropical

lower troposphere has only recently been
considered. This talk will present numerical
simulations using a global chemistry-climate
model on the impact of halogen chemistry on
tropical tropospheric ozone and the oxidizing
capacity in this region of the atmosphere.
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SOLAS and the spectre of geo-engineering by Peter S. Liss
School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK

At the start of SOLAS adding iron to small areas of
the oceans was a purely scientific activity. The aim
of such experiments was to understand the role
of the element in marine biogeochemistry and its
connection to biological activity in the oceans and
feedbacks to climate and air quality by exchanges
across the air-sea interface. The first dozen or so
small-scale iron fertilisation experiments had this
as their motivation.

However, in recent years the possibility of adding
iron (and other substances, such as nitrogen) in
order to geo-engineer large parts of the oceans to

gain credits by sequestering additional carbon in
the deep ocean has become a seriously considered
and proposed activity. This situation may well get
more serious if ‘conventional’ mitigation and
adaptation efforts do not advance sufficiently to
regulate atmospheric carbon dioxide or allow us
to adapt to future climate change. So, it is very
likely that in the future many other schemes to
geo-engineer the oceans will be proposed and
with increasing intensity. This creates a large
dilemma for SOLAS science and scientists that
is unlikely to go away.

Theme: Ozone and halogens over the ocean

Halogen chemistry in the marine boundary layer by John Plane (keynote speaker)
University of Leeds, UK

Although the role of halogens in destroying
stratospheric ozone has been widely known for
more than two decades, the subtler impact of
halogens in the marine boundary layer is only
now becoming recognised. This paper will focus
on iodine and bromine. Important atmospheric
sources of iodine include the biogenic production
and air-sea exchange of iodocarbons (e.g. CH2I2,
CH2IBr) and molecular iodine (I2). The uptake of
O3 and photochemical reactions in the sea-surface
microlayer may be additional sources of volatile
iodine compounds. The major source of bromine
(and chlorine) is the release of bromide ions from
sea-salt aerosol. The subsequent atmospheric
chemistry of these halogens (1), changes the
oxidizing capacity of the marine boundary layer by
destroying ozone and changing the hydroxyl radical
concentration; (2), reacts efficiently with dimethyl
sulphide and mercury (in the polar regions); and (3),
leads to the formation of ultra-fine particles which
may contribute to cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
and hence affect climate.

This paper will report observations of IO, BrO,
OIO and I2 made by the technique of Differential
Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) in several
contrasting marine environments: the equatorial
mid-Atlantic (Cape Verde); mid-latitude clean
(Mace Head, Ireland) and polluted coastal sites
(Roscoff, France); and the polar marine boundary
layer (Halley Bay, Antarctica and Hudson Bay,
Canada). Both IO and BrO are observed in all these
locations at significant concentrations (> 1 pptv),
and so have a major impact on (1) and (2) above.

To complement these field campaigns we have
also carried out wide-ranging laboratory and
modelling studies. A new study of OIO photochemistry
shows that absorption in the visible leads to I atom
production with a quantum yield of unity, which
means that iodine is a particularly powerful
ozone-depleting agent. We have also studied the
formation and growth kinetics of iodine oxide
nano-particles, and shown that their efficient
uptake of water, sulphuric acid and di-carboxylic
acids enables them to grow large enough to
contribute to the available cloud condensation
nuclei in the remote marine environment.
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Field observations of nutrient deposition to the Atlantic Ocean by Alex Baker
School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK

Atmospheric inputs of nutrients may play a
significant role in regulating marine primary
productivity, with, for example, the oligotrophic
sub-tropical gyres potentially sensitive to nitrogen
inputs and the high-nutrient low chlorophyll (HNLC)
regions sensitive to iron. Global and basin-scale
estimates of atmospheric nutrient inputs require
the use of reliable, well-validated model outputs,
since field sampling on these scales is generally
impractical. While many models of the atmospheric
deposition of individual nutrient species exist, there
is an extreme lack of field data available with which
to calibrate and validate these models.

This presentation will discuss the development of
climatological estimates of atmospheric nitrogen,
phosphorus and iron deposition to the Atlantic
Ocean based on measured concentrations of
these elements in aerosol and rainwater samples
collected during 12 basin-scale transect cruises.
These estimates will be compared to model
outputs and some of the problems associated
with atmospheric flux estimation will be discussed,
as will the biogeochemical implications of the
measured nutrient input rates.

Atmosphere ocean exchange of organic matter: Characterization, fluxes and significance
by Jordi Dachs Department of Environmental Chemistry, IDAEA-CSIC, Barcelona Catalunya, Spain

The exchange of organic matter between the
atmosphere and the ocean has been a process
largely ignored except for a few individual organic
compounds. In fact, the total exchange flux
magnitude due to dry and wet deposition processes
are unknown, and only recently a partial estimate of
its importance has been reported. Here, the current
knowledge on dry aerosol deposition, wet deposition
and diffusive air-water exchange of organic matter
between the atmosphere and the ocean will be
reviewed in terms of characterization of major
chemical families of compounds contributing to
exchangeable organic carbon, magnitude of fluxes
in comparison to inorganic carbon fluxes between

the atmosphere and water, and the significance of
this dynamic exchange of organic compounds for
the marine and global carbon cycle. The results show
that most of the exchange is due to transfer of gas
phase organic matter to the ocean (and vice versa),
a pool largely overlooked until know. This pool of
gas phase organic compounds is largely composed
of chemicals with aromatic and polar functional
groups, but largely uncharacterized. The magnitudes
of these fluxes of organic compounds in some
oceanic regions are large and important in terms
of the overall carbon cycle. Potential implications
and future priority research need are discussed.
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Theme: Nutrient limitation and atmospheric deposition

Impact of atmospheric inputs on oligotrophic ecosystems by Cécile Guieu (keynote speaker)
CNRS, Villefranche sur mer, France

The biogeochemistry of the marine oligotrophic
environments characterized by low nutrient and
low chlorophyll (LNLC) conditions, seems extremely
sensitive to the magnitude and the nature of the
chemical atmospheric flux. In those regions, the
atmospheric input of nutrients, can indeed alter
biological activity and nutrient cycling and, therefore,
impact the efficiency of the ocean to store
atmospheric CO2. Although atmospheric deposition
is now recognized as a significant source of iron (Fe)
and other nutrients for surface waters of LNLC
oceanic regions, its role in the carbon cycle and
its response to changes in atmospheric forcing
(climate change, anthropogenic pressure) is still
poorly understood. In consequence, the atmospheric
forcing is poorly represented in biogeochemical
models. During this talk, we will review recent

studies showing how atmospheric inputs do impact
biogeochemical cycles of key elements such as iron
and phosphorus in LNLC area and how the biota
(heterotrophic and autotrophic organisms including
diazotrophs) do respond to those inputs. A particular
attention will be paid to the Mediterranean Sea,
a region strongly submitted to atmospheric inputs
that are variable both in frequency and intensity
and where, during the stratification period, mainly
atmospheric deposition is prone to fertilize surface
waters which had become very oligotrophic due to
the nutrient depletion (after the spring bloom). This
review will include both microcosm and mesocosm
approaches that provide parameterization of the
involved processes, a necessary prerequisite for
their consideration in biogeochemical modeling.

Effect of Asian dust storm on upper ocean biogeochemistry in the nutrient limited Northwest
Pacific Ocean by Gwo-Ching Gong
Inst of Marine Environmental Chemistry and Ecology, National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan, ROC
Co-authors: C.-C. Chung1, C.-C. Hung1, J. Chang1 and S.-C. Hsu2

1 Inst of Marine Environmental Chemistry and Ecology, National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan, ROC
2 Research Center for Environmental Changes, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, ROC

Dust deposition is responsible for the enhancement
of biological productivity and the drawing down of
CO2 to the cold nutrient-enriched waters at higher
latitudes has been well documented. However, its
effects on warm oligotrophic waters remain unclear,
thus making this issue important to study.
Taiwanese integrated LORECS program (Long-term
Observation and Research in the East China Sea)
has begun to study the effect of Asian Dust Storm
(ADS) on upper ocean biogeochemistry in the
nutrient-limited northwest Pacific Ocean between
2005 and 2008. A station (123.15 °E, 25.10 °N
water depth=1690m) approximately 160 km
northeast of Taiwan was taken as the study site.
Intensive field observations were conducted during

the prevailing ADS period (from late winter to
early spring). Phytoplankton chlorophyll, primary
production and export flux of particulate organic
carbon were found about two to three times
higher than the values in non-ADS period.
The predominant group of picophytoplankton was
changed from Prochlorococcus to Synechococcus
during ADS event. Vigorous growth of
Synechococcus from 1.4 × 104 to 1.0 × 105

cells ml-1 was also observed. Most of these newly
appeared Synechococcus belonged to clade II
based on the phylogenetic analysis of 16S rRNA.
In addition, mRNA levels of iron, nitrogen and
phosphorus deficiency indicator levels decreased
from prominent values to non-detectable levels.
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Whole-genome expression profiling of the marine diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana to
identify the molecular underpinnings of nutrient limited growth by Thomas Mock
School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK

Diatoms contribute about 20% of total primary
production on Earth and therefore drive many
different biogeochemical cycles of elements.
The diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana was the
first marine alga for which a genome sequence
became available and we used this resource to
develop microarrays (tiling and gene-specific) for
the identification of novel transcribed regions in
the genome and for transcriptome profiling under
important environmental conditions. One unique
outcome of this work is the coupling of silicon and

iron pathways in this diatom with many newly
identified genes of unknown function. My talk will
summarize these data and provide a perspective
on how to identify the function of these newly
identified genes and whether those can provide
new insights into how diatoms are adapted to
environmental conditions. These species-specific
data will be linked to natural conditions of the
environment by a metatranscriptome databank from
eukaryotic microbes of the global upper ocean.
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Theme: Genomic and genetic studies of ocean- atmosphere exchanges

Regulation of bacterial DMSP degradation: a functional genomic approach by Maryann Moran
(keynote speaker) University of Georgia, Department of Marine Sciences, Athens, USA

Dimethylsufoniopropionate (DMSP) is an abundant
organic sulfur compound in ocean waters with
important roles as a substrate for marine
bacterioplankton and a source of sulfur aerosols.
Members of the Roseobacter lineage, an abundant
group of marine alphaproteobacteria, are known
to play a role in DMSP degradation in situ and are
often found in association with blooms of DMSP-
producing phytoplankton. Cultured members of this
lineage are easily grown and manipulated in the
laboratory, making them excellent model organisms
for studying the genetic and physiological basis for
DMSP degradation in the ocean. Recent research
with Roseobacter strains has identified, for the
first time, key bacterial genes mediating DMSP
degradation. These genes operate in two different

bacterial pathways, one leading to methanethiol and
sulfur-containing amino acids, and the other leading
to dimethylsulfide (DMS). Research focusing on
understanding the regulation of these pathways,
and implications of this regulation for DMS formation
and global climate regulation, is underway. Strategies
include development of oligonucleotide-based
microarrays for cultured Roseobacter strains that
allow transcriptional responses to DMSP to be
quantified; purification and crystallization of
DMSP-related bacterial enzymes; design of an
environmental microarray for in situ studies of
bacterial DMSP cycling in the upper ocean; and
development of quantitative PCR primer sets for
determining abundance, diversity, and expression
of DMSP-related genes in the ocean.

Factors influencing the distribution and abundance of diazotrophs: A qPCR approach
by Rebecca Langlois Leibniz Institute of Marine Sciences (IFM-GEOMAR), Kiel, Germany

Dinitrogen fixation is considered to be an important
source of fixed nitrogen to the surface oceans;
however factors that control dinitrogen fixation are
poorly understood. Availability of nutrients and trace
metals, such as iron and phosphorus, and Saharan
dust have all been identified as potential factors.
Many new diazotrophic (dinitrogen fixing)
organisms have been described by screening
environmental clone libraries for the nifH gene.
Though these studies provide important information
about the dinitrogen fixing potential of a sampling
site, they are not quantitative and can only give
preliminary indications about the factors that cause
their distributions. Recently real-time quantitative
PCR (qPCR) was adapted to nifH gene studies and
abundances of several diazotrophic groups are
available for the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

This qPCR technique has been applied to samples
collected during nutrient addition bioassay
experiments conducted in the Atlantic Ocean, in
which seawater was incubated with additions of
nitrate, phosphate, iron, all combinations of these,
and Saharan dust. The largest increase in nifH
abundances occurred with additions of Saharan
dust, while the maximum increase in dinitrogen
fixation rates was with additions of phosphate
and iron. The large increase in nifH abundance
upon additions of Saharan dust was replicated in
a laboratory experiment with Trichodesmium
erythraeum. These results indicate that Saharan
dust is potentially a very important factor in
determining the distributions of diazotrophs,
and thus dinitrogen fixation, in the Atlantic Ocean.
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Info for discussion session conveners

Discussion session reports should be submitted to the SOLAS IPO (solas@uea.ac.uk)
before 11th December 2009. The report should be 300-500 words and include a
figure and/or a photograph. A short (50 word) biography and a photograph of the
convener should also be included. The reports will be included in the newsletter and
on the SOLAS website.
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Nonetheless, primary marine aerosol composition, evolution and atmospheric impact are poorly constrained
owing to several salient unanswered questions: 1) What is the chemical composition of ocean-derived aerosols?
2) How do upper-ocean biogeochemical processes affect the fluxes, and physical and chemical properties
of marine aerosols, and how do these fluxes and properties vary seasonally and spatially? 3) What is the
significance of submicron ocean- derived aerosols relative to continental emissions transported out over
the oceans and emissions from marine vessels? 4) Do ocean-derived aerosols affect cloud properties?

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
The goal of our session is to explore potential international collaborations and opportunities in the form of
integrated field and modeling studies to address some fundamental yet unresolved questions regarding
marine aerosols that will allow us to assess their impact on radiative transfer and tropospheric chemistry.
White paper available.

Large-scale experiments for SOLAS
convened by Peter Liss
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK

Background and motivation
The SOLAS Scientific Steering Committee (SSC) has recently been reviewing a number of proposals for
large-scale air-sea exchange experiments. The idea is to launch one or more of them as international
coordinated activities in the next few years. The concepts proposed will be discussed at this session with
a view to assessing which of them should be taken forward. The discussion will be from the point of view
of scientific value and novelty in the context of SOLAS, considering also practical and logistic factors.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
The outcome will be a short report to the SOLAS SSC on the conclusions of the discussion session. This may
well lead to a ‘future perspectives’ article for publication in the SOLAS Newsletter, as well as in EOS or similar.

Does a halogen-ozone exchange feedback exist and dominate MBL reactive iodine atom sources?
convened by Stephen Archer 1 and Laurens Ganzeveld 2

1Plymouth Marine Laboratory, Plymouth, UK
2Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Background and motivation
Reactive iodine atoms are thought to influence tropospheric ozone levels, atmospheric oxidising capacity
and new particle formation. Recently a feedback mechanism involving halogen- and ozone exchange at the
air-sea interface has been proposed. This mechanism may be driven by 1) direct oxidation of iodide in the
microlayer by ozone, producing organoiodine compounds 2) halogen anions oxidation by photosensitisers,
e.g. chlorophyll, being enhanced in the presence of ozone, promoting the photosensitiser cationic form.
Process-based global modelling studies confirm that ozone deposition to high chlorophyll regions may be
greater than previously thought. These processes put into question traditional views of photochemical and
biological production of volatile organoiodine compounds in the water column as principal sources of reactive
iodine in the MBL. We will discuss the evidence and consequences of such a feedback, the role that water-
column sources of reactive iodine atoms play in MBL chemistry and what’s needed to progress this topic.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
1) Report for SOLAS, detailing present understanding of the feedback mechanism and identifying key
issues for future study.
2) Guidance on experimental and modelling approaches to improve our understanding of the halogen-ozone
feedback and relative importance of water column sources of reactive iodine in the MBL.

Discussion Sessions
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Monday 16TH NOVEMBER, 14.30-16.00

Note: The 4 discussion sessions proposed below will take place in parallel.

Identifying SOLAS scientific requirements for a new joint ESA-SOLAS activity
convened by Diego Fernandez Prieto
ESA-ESRIN, Via Galileo Galilei, Frascati, Italy

Background and motivation
In 2008 the European Space Agency (ESA) launched a new program, the STSE (Support To Science
Element) dedicated to develop novel mission concepts, enhanced products and new applications that may
respond directly to the needs of the scientific community. One of the main action lines of the program is
dedicated to establish closer links between the agency and the major international scientific groups such as
SOLAS. In this context, the purpose of the proposed discussion session is to explore and to identify what
are the main scientific needs and requirements that may be the basis for a new dedicated ESA-SOLAS joint
activity funded under the STSE.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
The expected output of the project is a preliminary assessment of the main areas of research and scientific
priorities of the SOLAS communities in terms of novel observations, products and models, where EO and
ESA data may contribute. This may be the basis for further define a more concrete collaborative action
between ESA and SOLAS.

Ocean-derived aerosols: Production, evolution, and impacts
convened by David Kieber
State University of New York, College of Env Science and Forestry, Syracuse, USA

Background and motivation
The oceans are the largest global source of aerosol by mass to the atmosphere. Produced by breaking waves
and bursting bubbles, freshly produced marine aerosol is mass dominated by super-µm particles composed
primarily of sea salt and number dominated by submicron aerosol composed of a mixture of sea salt and
organic matter. Ocean-derived aerosols affect atmospheric chemistry and are thought to play an important
role in controlling cloud formation and properties thereby affecting the Earth’s radiation balance.

The discussion sessions are intended to provide an informal opportunity for round table discussions of hot
topics, with the aim of fostering collaborations and furthering research. 4 sessions will take place in parallel
each afternoon (see Programme).

Sessions will be 1h30min with a short (maximum 20 min) introduction. This introductory slot may include
several short (1 slide) presentations, although these sessions are not intended as an arena for formal
presentations. The remainder will be allocated to discussion.

A rapporteur will take minutes during each session and submit a report to SOLAS after the conference
detailing the discussion and outcomes of the session for inclusion in the SOLAS Newsletter.

In the following abstracts, reference is made to the SOLAS white papers. These were produced by the
SOLAS Scientific Steering Committee with the aim to stimulate research and international cooperation
within specific hot topics. Abstracts and full details can be downloaded by following the "Mid-term strategy"
link on the SOLAS homepage (www.solas-int.org).
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Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
The goal is to provide recommendations for future research in order to improve the representation of
DMS in global climate models. We need to identify key players and processes most sensitive to global
change, evaluate the reliability and availability of measurements and parameterizations, and consider
new challenges such as how DMS dynamics and physiology respond to multiple-stress factors.

Atmospheric control of nutrient cycling and production in the surface ocean
convened by Cécile Guieu
CNRS, Villefranche sur mer, France

Background and motivation
Atmospheric deposition is an important pathway for nutrient delivery to the surface ocean that may increase
in significance in response to climate change. Atmospheric nutrient supply modifies nutrient inventories and
influences phytoplankton nutrient stoichiometry, with feedbacks to atmospheric CO2 via air-sea exchange and
the ocean carbon sink. Yet, despite major advances in determination of spatio-temporal variability of nutrient
deposition and biological impacts, the links between atmospheric deposition, ocean productivity and nutrient
cycling remain poorly understood. Consequently atmospheric nutrient supply is not well represented in
budgets and models. This session will address key questions, including aerosol composition from uplift to
deposition, the influence of different nutrient regimes on response to deposition, and future variation in
atmospheric nutrient supply, with the aim of identifying new research directions and developing coordinated
approaches to monitoring and testing surface ocean biota sensitivity to atmospheric deposition.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
Recommendations for future avenues of research to SOLAS Scientific Steering Committee (SCC),
and SOLAS white paper.
Report to IGBP Synthesis, Integration and Exploration activity and Key questions for IGBP Fast Track
Initiative. Report for SOLAS News

Ocean- atmosphere interactions in the Mediterranean Sea
convened by Marc Mallet1 and Richard Sempéré2

1 LA/CNRS, Toulouse, France 2 LMGEM/COM-CNRS, Marseille, France

Background and motivation
The Mediterranean basin is characterized by relatively high solar radiation levels due to its weak
cloud cover that favor the accumulation of primary pollutants. Mediterranean waters present oligotrophic
character that allows light penetration and surface photochemistry and typical bio-optical state that limit
accuracy of primary production models. Mediterranean atmosphere is regularly modified by Saharan dusts,
biomass burning and anthropogenic aerosol inputs from industrial activity, that play a role on incoming
radiation budget as well as on photosynthetic available radiation. By contrast, atmospheric inputs may
represent an important source of new nutrients to the system. Concerning the gas exchanges,
Mediterranean Sea acts as a slight to medium sink for atmospheric CO2 whereas global exchanges of
others gas and volatile organic compounds are not well established. This session address key questions
dealing with ocean-atmosphere interaction in the whole Mediterranean Sea with the aim of identifying
new research directions, and appropriate observation.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
Recommendations for future SOLAS-type research and observation programme in Mediterranean Sea
Report to IGBP Synthesis, Integration and Exploration activity and Key questions for IGBP Fast Track
Initiative. Report for SOLAS News.

Discussion Sessions
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Tuesday 17TH NOVEMBER, 14.30-16.00

Note: The 4 discussion sessions proposed below will take place in parallel.

Air-sea gas fluxes at Eastern Boundary upwelling systems
convened by Véronique Garçon
CNRS/LEGOS, Toulouse, France

Background and motivation
Oxygen Minimum Zones (OMZs), known as suboxic layers, play a crucial role in climate evolution
(greenhouse gas production) and in marine ecosystems (respiratory barrier, nitrogen loss through
denitrification and anammox). However feedbacks effects of OMZs are complex and remain to be
quantified. The project will focus in the OMZ of the East Pacific, namely in the East Tropical South Pacific.
• Are emissions of the most important long-lived radiatively active gases N2O, CO2 and CH4 coupled or

decoupled during upwelling events, and which is the net greenhouse effect of the OMZs?
• Have the OMZs a significant role on the atmospheric cycle for the tropospheric and stratospheric ozone

(O3) through halogen compounds and N2O, respectively?
• Is it possible to determine and assess the full influence of OMZs on climatic change considering their

impact on greenhouse gases, clouds formation (DMS consumption) and control of O3 and O2?
• What is the role, in the greenhouse gases production, of the shift between an O2-respiration (aerobic

remineralization) towards a NO3
-, NO2

-, N2O- and SO4
- ”respiration”, even to methanogenesis and to

anaerobic mechanisms using other electrons acceptors (e.g. IO3, Mn, Fe)?

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
It is hoped that this white paper for SOLAS mid-term strategy planning will yield an enthusiastic response
from our community and will develop into an articulated international project combining in situ data
acquisition, laboratory experimentations, and coupled biogeochemical/physical modeling. The overarching
outcome being a complete understanding of the OMZs role in the present ocean.

Towards a better representation of ocean DMS emissions in global climate models -
status of measurement issues and model parameterisations
convened by Nadja Steiner
University of Victoria, Canada

Background and motivation
Over the past decade significant effort has been put into the development of DMS models, but a mechanistic
representation of DMS in global climate models is still in its infancy. The large variability in specific parameters
controlling the dynamics of DMS and related compounds has been a limiting factor. Likewise, issues with
measurement techniques and spatially and temporally limited measurement data sets have left many
questions unanswered. Environmental factors expected to change in the near future such as ocean
stratification; iron delivery and acidification have the potential to affect ocean ecosystems and DMS emissions.
To better represent DMS in climate models we would like to use this session to address the following
questions and issues: 1) Mechanistic versus semi-empirical approaches: what is needed for global climate
models?; 2) DMS dynamics at high versus low latitudes; 3) Are DMS and DMSP measurements reliable; 4)
DMS production pathways and rates: what do we know?; 5) Flux parameterizations and atmospheric reactions.
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Future for the Asian Dust and Ocean EcoSystem (ADOES) with Asian SOLAS
convened by Mitsuo Uematsu
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Background and motivation
The aim of this session is to further our understanding of the transport processes of Asian dust with a
special focus on the changes in the physical and chemical properties of dust particles during their transport
from source regions to the ocean, and their impacts on different marine ecosystems. New issues related to
Asian dust will be discussed and we will explore the possibility to initiate an international cooperative
research program. The following themes will be discussed:
• Physical and chemical variations of dust aerosols during their downwind transport
• Transport path and layer of dust and its deposition flux to the marginal seas and the northern Pacific Oceans
• Impacts of dust on biogeochemistry and ocean ecosystem
• Feedback of marine ecosystems to dust deposition
The comparative studies of the effects of Asian, Australian, Sahara and South American dust on the global
ocean, and additionally the different effect of dust on open and coastal oceans should be promoted.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
Possibility to start an International cooperative experimental program in the North Pacific.
• Identify the scientific issues in the world oceans affected by dust deposition processes.
• Establish a network to exchange the information of dust impact to oceans.

Ocean fertilization: legislation, ethical considerations and the role of SOLAS
convened by Cliff Law
NIWA, Wellington, New Zealand

Background and motivation
Ocean fertilisation is receiving considerable attention as a potential geoengineering solution to increasing
atmospheric CO2. Commercial organisations promoting this option focus on the phytoplankton blooms
stimulated in iron addition experiments and the perceived cost-effectiveness, whereas subsequent
carbon sequestration, side-effects and verification remain major areas of uncertainty. The transition of
iron addition from research-driven mesoscale experiments to potential large-scale commercial operations
presents a range of challenges for scientists. International legislation currently under development prohibits
fertilisation for carbon credit gain, but also requires assessment of the scientific legitimacy of nutrient
addition experiments, with implications for future oceanographic research. Future addition experiments,
regardless of whether research or commercially driven, present ethical dilemmas for scientists and
research organisations, with potential issues of transparency and conflict of interest influencing
media/public perception. This session will inform on the current legislation and associated issues, and
provide a forum for discussion on the ethical issues and the role of SOLAS in future ocean fertilisation.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
Report to SOLAS Scientific Steering Committee, report for SOLAS News, potential amendment to the
SOLAS Position Statement on Large-scale Ocean Fertilisation
(downloadable from http://tinyurl.com/solas-fe-statement).
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Wednesday 18TH NOVEMBER, 14.30-16.00

Note: The 4 discussion sessions proposed below will take place in parallel.

Ship plumes
convened by Roland von Glasow
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK

Background and motivation
Emissions of gases and particles from ocean-going ships have major impacts on photochemistry in the
marine boundary layer and are potentially important for the deposition of nutrients to the ocean. Throughout
large regions of the ocean, ship emissions dominate the natural sulfur emissions, largely of DMS, and
have therefore to be considered in estimates of climate forcing by sulfate aerosols which are also directly
released from ships (Activity 1.3 of the SOLAS Science and Implementation Plan). Ship emissions are
important sources of nitrogen and the input of nitrogen into marine ecosystems might affect marine
productivity (Activity 1.5). Furthermore the fluxes of carbonaceous aerosol particles as well as hydrocarbons
are also significant. The effects on atmospheric photochemistry (Activity 1.2) include the production of
ozone in regions that are usually sinks for ozone and the pollution-induced release of reactive chlorine
from sea salt, which has a lifetime of several days (due to multiphase cycling), so that it is significantly
longer than the lifetime of the ship plume itself. Ship traffic has increased significantly in recent years
and is projected to keep increasing.

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
1) Establishment of working group on ship plumes
2) Decide on how to improve the white paper and whether to make a peer-reviewed review paper out of it
3) Plan workshops to address points in white paper

Sea ice biogeochemistry and exchange with the atmosphere
convened by Jacqueline Stefels
University of Groningen, Haren, The Netherlands

Background and motivation
Near-future climate change is predicted to have its strongest impact in polar regions due to direct changes in
surface area of polar oceans and ice sheets and to subsequent feedback processes. The currently observed
reductions in ice extent and thickness appear to be ahead in time of model forecasts, illustrating both the
rapidity of the observed changes and the difficulty of understanding and modeling all the feedbacks involved
in the change. In current global models, sea ice’s main impact is on Earth’s radiative balance through its
albedo, on deepwater formation and on air-sea-exchange processes of gases. The latter impact refers to sea
ice as a “cap” on the ocean surface. Emerging views indicate, however, that sea ice itself plays an important
role in the biogeochemical cycling and exchange of climate gases. Therefore, the main question for this
discussion session is: What are the main climate-relevant compounds and processes associated with sea ice
and can we quantify their impact?

Intended outcome, action or product following the discussion session
The intended outcome is to prioritize key questions that need to be solved in order to quantify the role of
sea ice in global biogeochemical cycles and more specific in the production and fluxes of climate-relevant
gases, both directly through ice/snow-atmosphere interactions and indirectly through impacts of ice melt
on surface waters and subsequent sea-air fluxes. White paper available.
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Poster competition
In order to support students and encourage excellence, SOLAS and Environmental Chemistry are offering
prizes for the top student posters. All participants registered as students will automatically be entered in
the competition. Each day a panel of judges will identify the best posters based on research quality and
presentation. Prizes will be awarded at the banquet on Wednesday 18th November.

Schedule
Poster titles and numbers are listed below in alphabetical order by first author (or presenting author for
those marked by a *) for each of the 3 sessions and a special section on SOLAS-related project overviews.
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Please put your poster up on your allocated, numbered poster board. Pins and tape will be provided.
All posters will be on display for the duration of the conference in the Poster Hall (level-1). Posters will be
presented during 3 sessions, on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Presenting authors are required to
stand next to their poster for the duration of their designated session to predent their research and answer
questions. To ensure that similar numbers of posters are presented in each session, the SOLAS research
foci have been divided as follows:

Session 1 (Monday 16th): Focus 1 (part 1)

Session 2 (Tuesday 17th): Focus 2

Session 3 (Wednesday 18th): Focus 3 + Focus 1 (part 2)

An effort has been made to group posters according to their subject, although these may not all be presented
during the same session (Focus 1 in particular) to allow a more comfortable distribution of presenters.

Focus 1: Biogeochemical Interactions and Feedbacks Between Ocean and Atmosphere

The objective of Focus 1 is to quantify feedback mechanisms involving biogeochemical coupling across the
air-sea interface, which can only be achieved by studying the ocean and atmosphere in concert. These
couplings include emissions of trace gases and particles and their reactions of importance in atmospheric
chemistry and climate, and deposition of nutrients that control marine biological activity and carbon uptake.

Activity 1.1 Sea-salt Particle Formulation and Transformations

Activity 1.2 Trace Gas Emissions and Photochemical Feedbacks

Activity 1.3 Dimethylsulphide and Climate

Activity 1.4 Iron and Marine Productivity

Activity 1.5 Ocean-Atmosphere Cycling of Nitrogen

Focus 2: Exchange Processes at the Air-Sea Interface and the Role of Transport and
Transformation in the Atmospheric and Oceanic Boundary Layers

The objective of Focus 2 is to develop a quantitative understanding of processes responsible for air-sea
exchange of mass, momentum and energy to permit accurate calculation of regional and global fluxes. This
requires establishing the dependence of these facial transfer mechanisms on physical, biological and chemical
factors within the boundary layers, and the horizontal and vertical transport and transformation processes that
regulate these exchanges.

Activity 2.1 Exchange Across the Air-Sea Interface

Activity 2.2 Processes in the Oceanic Boundary Layer

Activity 2.3 Processes in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer

Focus 3: Air-Sea Flux of CO2 and Other Long-Lived Radiatively Active Gases

The air-sea CO2 flux is a key inter-reservoir exchange within the global carbon cycle. The oceans also play an
important role in the global budgets of other long-lived radiatively active gases, including N2O and to some
extent CH4. The objective of Focus 3 is to characterise the air-sea flux of these gases and the boundary layer
mechanisms that drive them, in order to assess their sensitivity to variations in environmental forcing.

Activity 3.1 Geographic and Sub-Decadal Variability of Air-Sea CO2 Fluxes

Activity 3.2 Surface Layer Carbon Transformations in the Ocean: Sensitivity to Global Change

Activity 3.3 Air-Sea Flux of N2O and CH4

National SOLAS and other SOLAS-related project overview posters

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Adams, C UK SOLAS: Outcomes and implications 217

Andrew, J Data management for UK SOLAS 218

Bange, H SOPRAN: Surface Ocean PRocesses in the ANthropocene 220

Bell, T Producing global SOLAS flux products 219

Broadgate, W International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme:
Earth System Science for a sustainable planet 210

Law, C New Zealand SOLAS 214

Levasseur, M SOLAS Canada 211

Losno, R SOLAS France 215

McGillis, W USA SOLAS 212

Simó, R SOLAS Spain 221

Uematsu, M Recent progress of SOLAS-Japan and the W-PASS project:
Overview and data management 213

Ward, B SOLAS Ireland 216

Sponsor posters

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Green, A Environmental Chemistry 209
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FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Kameyama, S Equilibrator Inlet-Proton Transfer Reaction-Mass Spectrometry
(EI-PTR-MS) for sensitive, high-resolution measurement of
dimethyl sulfide dissolved in seawater 85

Kawamura, K Seasonal distributions of water-soluble dicarboxylic acids, ketoacids,
glyoxal and methylglyoxal in the marine aerosols in the North Pacific 59

Kitidis, V Surface ocean photochemistry in an upwelling filament 96

Konno, U Significance of N2 fixation in dissolved fractions of organic nitrogen 32

Lana, A An updated climatology of surface dimethilsulphide concentrations
and emission fluxes in the global ocean 69

Li, C Bio-availability and turnover of dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
(DMSP) in coastal waters of the Gulf of Mexico 71

López, P Atmospheric fluxes of trace metals to the Canary Region 2

Losno, R Deposition of trace metals and metalloids on Kerguelen Island in the
remote Southern Ocean 4

Malin, G INSPIRE: Investigation of the Near-Surface Production of Iodocarbons
– Rates and Exchanges 49

Marandino, C Variability in surface ocean DMS and isoprene in the Eastern
Atlantic Ocean 81

Mélançon, J Impact of Asian dust on phytoplankton and dimethylsulfide (DMS)
production in the northeast subarctic Pacific 73

Miller, W Estimating in situ surface ocean UV radiation and photochemical
ates from ocean colour: problems and progress 97

Mingkwan, P Dissolved organic nutrients in oceanic areas impacted by
atmopheric aerosols 9

Mogg, A The effect of antibiotics on microbial DMSP catabolism 75

Mohr, W High variability in single-cell nitrogen fixation rates 34

Moore, M.-T. Potential for denitrification by bacterioneuston in the Ythan Estuary 43

Motard-Côté, J Bacterial diversity and DMSP metabolism in the eastern
Canadian Arctic 77

Nightingale, P Development of Membrane Inlet Proton Transfer Reaction /
Mass Spectrometry (MI-PTR/MS) method to quantify oxygenated
volatile organic compounds (OVOCs) in sea water & results from the
Mauritanian Upwelling in April-May 2009 87

Ohde, T Influence of Sahara dust on optical water properties in the
region of Cape Verde islands 98

Olgun, N Surface ocean Fe-fertilization: The role of airborne volcanic ash
and related iron-fluxes into the Pacific Ocean 15

Posters
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FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Andersson, M Mercury, carbon dioxide, and halocarbons in the western part
of the Arctic Ocean 53

Berrojalbiz, N Physical and trophic controls on occurrence and fluxes of
PCBs and PAH in the Mediterranean Sea 51

Brust, J Source regions of the deep ocean lithogenic particle flux in
the NE Atlantic (33°N, 22°W) 100

Calvo, E Eastern Equatorial Pacific productivity and related CO2
changes during the last deglaciation 95

Chance, R Measurement of total iodine and iodine speciation in marine
aerosol from the Tropical East Atlantic 46

Chever, F Coupling rainwater inputs, iron speciation and biological activity 28

Croot, P* A ferrous debate for SOLAS: The role of Fe(II) in primary productivity
in the Peruvian Oxygen Minimum Zone 18

Czerny, J Influence of future CO2 concentrations on growth and nitrogen
fixation of the bloom forming cyanobacterium Nodularia spumigena 30

Delmelle, P Volcanic ash deposition and phytoplankton growth:
A plausible connection? 17

Fehling, C A new high-resolution detection scheme for isotopomeric
ratio measurements of N2O based on near-infrared cavity
ringdown spectroscopy 84

Galbán-Malagón, C Trends and cycling of persistent organic pollutants in the
Greenland Sea and Arctic Ocean 52

Galí, M Diel cycles of DMS cycling in NW Mediterranean surface waters 67

Green, D DMS oxidation can be coupled to biomass production by
marine bacteria 79

Heller, M Superoxide decay kinetics in the Southern Ocean 54

Heller, M SUN, SAND, SURF(ace Ocean) and SUPER(oxide):
Redox induced dust dissolution in Cape Verdean waters 55

Hill, P Effect of wind-driven mixing and dust deposition on bacterioplankton
community structure in the vicinity of the Cape Verde Islands 10

Hughes, C Ecosystem variability and sea-to-air bromocarbon fluxes from
a coastal bay on the Western Antarctic Peninsula 56

Irie, H Simultaneous observations of atmospheric formaldehyde and
glyoxal over the western Pacific in February-May 2009 58

Jung, J Atmospheric input of total nitrogen and total phosphorus over
the semipelagic northwestern Pacific during the springtime 22
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FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Tsuda, A A summary of second iron enrichment experiment in the western
Subarctic Pacific (SEEDS II) 105

Valavala, D Intra-seasonal and interannual variability of the ocean-atmosphere
feedback in the Bay of Bengal using remote sensing data 99

Vance, T A rapid light-driven DMS source at high latitudes during spring 83

Vega Moreno, D Phytoplankton group classification by CHEMTAX in South Atlantic
Ocean next to Argentinian continental shelf 37

Volkamer, R Direct observations of reactive trace gases over the tropical
Pacific Ocean: indication of novel chemistry at the ocean
atmosphere interface 60

Walter, S Hydrogen isotopologues at the West African coast of Mauritania 62

Walter, S Hydrogen isotopologues along a meridional Atlantic transect 63

Yassaa, N First evidence for marine production of monoterpenes 64

Ye, Y Impact of dust particles on Fe speciation and residence time -
a model study at the Tropical Eastern North Atlantic Time-Series
Observatory site (TENATSO) 20

Yokouchi, Y A full-year observation of reactive iodocarbons at Hateruma Island
in the subtropical ocean 45

Posters
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FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Osada, K Atmospheric NH3 concentration over the Southern Indian Ocean 50

Palmer, C Relationships of surface bromoform concentrations with mixed
layer depth and salinity in the tropical oceans 57

Paris Effect of different atmospheric organic acids on iron dust solubility 19

Patey Estimates of atmospheric metal and nutrient fluxes to the ocean in
the eastern equatorial North Atlantic (Cape Verde Islands) 7

Paulmier, A Importance of the organic matter stoichiometries in remineralisation
and denitrification 103

Peters, F Mediterranean chlorophyll response to a large Saharan dust event 12

Pulido-Villena, E Saharan dust enhances bacterial mineralization of dissolved organic
matter in the oligotrophic Mediterranean Sea 13

Putri, W The effect of ocean dynamic to remineralization and regeneration
procesesses in Malacca and Karimata Strait 26

Qi, J Distribution of atmospheric particulate inorganic nitrogen in different
weather conditions during the heating period in coastal region 104

Quack, B Halocarbons in the Ocean and Atmosphere (HalOcAt) data
synthesis project 101

Rasse, R Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) fluxes from tropical rivers and total
atmospheric deposition to the Cariaco Basin, Venezuela 24

Reboreda, R Modelling the biogeochemical dynamics of the Iberian
Upwelling System 91

Santana Pérez, R ESTOC: 15 Years of biogeochemical observations at the Eastern
North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre 102

Schippmann, B Rosenbrock methods in biogeochemical modeling -
a comparison to recently used modified Patankar schemes 89

Seitz, K Measurements of reactive iodine species at Mace Head and
Mweenish Island, Ireland 48

Steiner, N Modelling DMS and other gases in a single column 65

Suga, T Sea-to-air oxygen flux associated with the destruction of
shallow oxygen maximum 61

Tan, S Spatiotemporal variability of satellite-derived primary production
in the South China Sea, 1998–2006 39

Toratani, M Primary production enhancement by typhoon in Western North Pacific 41

Tran, S Importance of UV radiation for the production of non-methane
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide by phytoplankton 35

TUESDAY 17TH NOVEMBER

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Albert, M Global primary marine aerosol emissions 142

Allan, J Composition and properties of atmospheric aerosols measured
simultaneously on two platforms in the eastern Atlantic during
the ACMME and RHAMBLE projects 147

Archer, S Influence of near surface gradients and small scale, spatial
heterogeneity on estimates of sea-to-air flux of DMS 158

Bahlmann, E Determination of the carbon isotopic composition of
atmospheric organohalogens 152

Bahlmann, E Dynamics and emissions of naturally-produced halogenated carbon
compounds from a subtropical coastal zone 153

Barreiro, B Upper ocean circulation in the Mauritanian Upwelling system:
its role in the biogeochemistry of the region 165

Bates, T Interactions between air pollutants and marine gases and aerosols 146

Bortkovski, R Influence of water temperature on the wind waves spectral density 168
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TUESDAY 17TH NOVEMBER continued

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Breider, T The impact of BrO on DMS and marine aerosol:
a possible DMS lifetime feedback 160

Buxmann, J Field studies of BrO and IO at Walfish bay (Namibia) and related
smog chamber experiments on environmental salt and soil samples 161

Callaghan, A Microstructure measurements of upper ocean turbulence
and temperature 171

Callaghan, A Observed sources of scatter within wind-speed scaled whitecap
coverage datasets 172

Cardona Díaz, L* Investigation on the relationship between Saharan aerosols
deposition and phytoplankton abundance in the Central North Atlantic 191

Czerski, H Bubble population measurements over a wide range of bubble sizes
during the RaDyO experiment 186

de Leeuw, G Primary production of sea spray aerosol 143

Dulac, F The project ChArMEx - the Chemistry-Aerosol Mediterranean Experiment 139

Facchini, C Biogenic primary and secondary organic components in marine aerosol 144

Furutani, H Geographical variation of physical and chemical properties of
marine aerosol over the western North Pacific by single particle
mass spectrometry 151

Ganzeveld, L Oceanic halogen and ozone exchange; a feedback mechanism
to MBL chemistry? 155

Garbe, C Thermographic measurements of the temperature difference across the
air-water interface: Results from experimental and numerical studies 176

Garbe, C Transport of Sahara dust into the Atlantic Ocean from satellite image
sequence analysis 177

Goddijn-Murphy, L Feasibility study of global observations of whitecap coverage,
for improved estimation of CO2 fluxes 173

Griessbaum, F Ship based covariance CO2 and aerosol flux results, corrected for
flow distortion errors using LES modelling 180

Hilaire, J Quantifying the impacts of shipping emissions on tropospheric
chemistry and climate 205

Ito, A Development of atmospheric chemistry-aerosol transport model for
bioavailable iron 200

Kiefhaber, D Instrument development for combined height/slope/curvature
statistics measurements of wind water waves in the field 170

Kock, A Assessment of physical processes contributing to N2O emissions
in the upwelling area off Mauritania 184

Komatsu, K Remote tracking wind-generated waves by surface drifters 169
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TUESDAY 17TH NOVEMBER continued

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Kondo, F Comparative measurement by open- and closed-path eddy
covariance CO2 fluxes over the equatorial Pacific Ocean 179

Laß, K Vibrational spectroscopy of the sea surface nanolayer:
Comparison of harbor and offshore samples 183

Lawson, J Volatile organic compounds in marine air at Cape Grim 150

Lee, J Chemical and physical structure of the lower atmosphere of the
tropical Eastern North Atlantic 206

Manjunatha, B Atmospheric inputs of nutrients to the south-western continental
margin of India 194

Mischler, W Optical method for measuring size-distribution and lifetime of bubbles 187

Miura, K Size distribution of aerosol particles measured at the Cape Ochiishi 149

Morimoto, A Movement of the Kuroshio axis in the northeast shelf of Taiwan
following typhoon passage 197

Nagel, L First results from the 2009 SOPRAN active thermography pilot
experiment in the Baltic Sea 175

O'Driscoll, K Modelling the role of air-sea exchange processes in the cycling of
persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in the North Sea 201

Pineda Rojas, A Interannual variability of estimated monthly N deposition to coastal
waters and its sensitivity to atmospheric variables input 198

Piskozub, J Scavenging by marine aerosol 145

Powell, C An atmospheric iron deposition climatology for the eastern tropical
North Atlantic 193

Pszenny, A Diel variation in atmospheric dust over the tropical North Atlantic Ocean 192

Read, K A UK SOLAS observatory at Cape Verde 140

Richter, K New schemes for fast measurements of air-sea gas exchange in the
Aelotron lab 188

Salter, M DOGEE-SOLAS: A role for surfactants in gas exchange? 189

Schmidt, R Determination of the gas exchange transfer velocity on the basis of
CO2 and O2 measurements in the Baltic Sea 182

Shaw, M Evolution of molecular iodine to the atmosphere following iodide
interactions with ozone in surface seawater 163

Smirnov, A Maritime aerosol network as a component of AERONET –
Relevance to SOLAS 138

Sommariva, R Halogens chemistry and tropospheric ozone in the tropical marine
boundary layer 203

Stanley, R Bubble and air-sea gas exchange fluxes constrained by noble gases 156
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WEDNESDAY 18TH NOVEMBER continued

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

de la Paz Arándiga, M Inter-annual variability of the fCO2 in the Strait of Gibraltar 113

Dixon, J Microbial nutrient limitation in the North East Atlantic 21

Flecha, S Air-Sea CO2 fluxes in the Southern European Basins:
comparison between the carbon system components in the
Alboran Sea and the Gulf of Cádiz 126

Freing, A North Atlantic N2O emissions 109

Friedrichs, G Buffer gas effects on δ13CO2 isotope ratio measurements using
cavity ringdown spectroscopy 127

Fujii, M Effects of storms on primary productivity and air-sea CO2 exchange
in the subarctic western North Pacific: A modeling study 124

Furuya, K Seasonal variation in nutrient concentrations at the surface in the
subtropical western Pacific Ocean 25

Gagné, C Nitrous oxide (N2O) dynamics in the waters of the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago 107

Gao, H Atmospheric dry deposition fluxes of dust and nitrogen to the
Yellow Sea: Calculated by recent observations 5

Griessbaum, F Uncertainties in wind speed dependent CO2 transfer velocities due
to airflow distortion at anemometer sites on ships 123

Hashihama, F Phosphate distribution in surface waters of Indo-Pacific region 23

Hatton, A The role of associated bacteria in the production of DMSO in algal cultures 78

Hayashi, M Development of automatic continuous measurement system of N2O
concentration in the sea water and air 108

Heinze, C CARBOOCEAN - Marine carbon sources and sinks assessment 134

Hopkins, F Ocean acidification and marine biogenic trace gas production 129

Hunter, K* An automated culture system for ocean acidification studies 130

Isensee, K Impact of elevated pCO2 on nutrient uptake and microbial activity
in the Baltic Sea - a laboratory based case study comparing
autotrophic and heterotrophic bacteria 131

Iwata, T Air-ocean CO2 flux by the gradient method 119

Karunaharan, A Seasonal comparison of the peroxy radical in the eastern
tropical Atlantic boundary layer 133

Kean-Brennan, J Seasonality of the transfer of carbon dioxide across the air-sea
interface and pCO2 levels in waters off the coast of Ireland 118

Kieber, D Cellular dimethylsulfide concentrations in marine algae 70

Kiene, R Biological DMS consumption in diverse ocean waters 68

TUESDAY 17TH NOVEMBER continued

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Takashima, H Aerosol and gas profile observations by MAX-DOAS on a
research vessel 154

Torres Almarza, R The role of upper ocean mixing in the biogeochemistry during two
Lagrangian experiments in the Mauritanian upwelling system 166

Tschritter, J Long-term measurements of reactive halogen species 204

Tsukamoto, O Mobile platform for on-board eddy flux measurements of energy,
CO2 and momentum 181

Ueda, S Variation of size distribution and mixing state of soot particles at Cape
Hedo, Okinawa, Japan: Relation with precipitation during transportation 195

Whalley, L Measurements of OH and HO2 radicals at a tropical marine location
as part of the SOLAS seasonal oxidant study 164

Woodhouse, M Sensitivity of atmospheric aerosol to regional changes in oceanic
DMS flux 159

Woolf, D Developing mechanistic models of air-sea exchange 199

Yumimoto, K Intercontinental transport of large-scale dust veil originated in the
Taklimakan Desert 196
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FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Achterberg, E Dust inputs to the (sub-) tropical North Atlantic Ocean;
influence on ocean biogeochemistry 8

Bange, H MEMENTO (Marine Methane and Nitrous Oxide database):
towards a global database of oceanic methane and nitrous oxide data 106

Belounis, M A coupled 3D physical-biogeochemical model applied to the
Mediterranean Sea 90

Chen, J Response of biological pump structure and composition to recent
sea ice decreasing in the Arctic Chukchi Sea 29

Chou, L Role of pelagic calcification and export of carbonate pollution in
climate change 31

Croot, P Deposition of Atmospheric Particles on the Ocean:
a Process study (DAPOP) in the North Tropical Atlantic Ocean 1

Croot, P Iodine speciation in surface waters of the Peruvian Oxygen Minimum
Zone: Implications for air/sea gas exchange of iodine 47

Dadou, I CO2, O2 and nitrogen loss in the Namibian Upwelling System:
A modelling approach 112
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WEDNESDAY 18TH NOVEMBER continued

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Ospina-Alvarez, N Biogeochemical and meteorological patterns of an upwelling-downwelling
process in the Northern Galician Rias (NW Iberian Peninsula) 92

Pérez, F Tracking ocean acidification from in situ measurements in the
North Atlantic over the last three decades (1981-2008) 128

Radjawane, I Identification of upwelling area based on seasonal variability of
productivity in eastern part of indonesian waters 93

Randall, K Arctic sea-ice: Source or sink for nitrous oxide? 110

Ridame, C Impact of a Saharan dust input on primary production and N2 fixation
in Mediterranean Sea 14

Robinson, C The impact of coastal upwelling on air-sea exchange of climatically
important gases (ICON) 94

Schäfer, H New insights into dimethylsulfide cycling by marine bacteria 66

Serret, P Lagrangian observations of the balance of plankton photosynthesis
and respiration in the NW African upwelling 42

Shi, J Asian dust inputs into the Yellow Sea effect on biological productivity 11

Shi, Z Developing new understandings of the fundamental pathways 0
of Fe in mineral aerosols from Saharan soils to the marine
ecosystem in surface seawater

Siegel, H Occurrence of coccolithophores between Mauritania and the
Cape Verde Islands 38

Siswanto, E Enhancement of phytoplankton primary productivity in the southern
East China Sea following episodic typhoon passage 40

Stefels, J DMSP production and loss rates in natural phytoplankton communities
from the tropical Atlantic using stable isotope additions 74

Tanimoto, H High-resolution measurement of multiple volatile organic compounds
dissolved in seawater using Equilibrator Inlet-Proton Transfer
Reaction-Mass Spectrometry (EI-PTR-MS) 86

Turk, D Air-sea interaction in the Gulf of Trieste 111

Vila-Costa, M Microbial controls on DMSP degradation and DMS formation in the
Sargasso Sea 76

Wang, J Distribution of CO2 in surface seawater / atmosphere and its
Flux in East China sea 125

Yang, G Seasonal and spatial variations of dimethylsulfide (DMS) and
dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) in the East China Sea and
the Yellow Sea 72

Yokouchi, Y Measurements of methyl halides in surface seawater and marine
boundary layer of northwest Pacific 44
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WEDNESDAY 18TH NOVEMBER continued

FIRST AUTHOR TITLE POSTER NO.

Kimmance, S When the going gets tough the tough produce DMSP; or do they?
(Examining the potential antioxidant role of DMSP in the
Mauritanian upwelling) 80

Komatsu, D Tracing atmospheric nitrate in surface ocean using the triple oxygen
isotopic compositions as tracers 6

Krupski, M Vertical CO2-flux gradients in the marine boundary layer 120

Langmann, B Ocean iron-fertilisation by volcanic ash 16

LaRoche, J Diazotroph distribution and abundance along an Atlantic
meridional transect 33

Lauvset, S North Atlantic relationships between surface fCO2 and hydrography,
evaluated using fCO2-SST relationships 116

Martinez-Arroyo, A Carbon budget estimation in two coastal tropical ecosystems 135

Metzl, N Decadal variations of sea surface fCO2 observed in the Southern Ocean 114

Miller, S Air-sea gas exchange of CO2 and DMS in the North Atlantic by
eddy covariance 122

Mino, Y Air-sea CO2 fluxes and the vertical transport of particles in the
Sagami Bay 121

Mouchet, A Model sensitivities and carbon cycle – climate feedbacks:
A study with an Earth system model 136

Movilla, J Ocean acidification in the Mediterranean Sea: Starting new
instrumental time-series and experiments with corals in aquaria 132

Murrell, C Microbial communities in the sea-surface microlayer 36

Nightingale, P* Biological methanol uptake rates in the North East Atlantic 88

Okubo, A Atmospheric deposition of trace metals at the coast of Japan and
its effect on phytoplankton growth in the NW Pacific 3

Oliveira, A CO2 patterns on a mesotidal estuary (Tagus Estuary, Portugal) 117

Olivella Pujol, R Modelling the glacial-interglacial atmospheric CO2 response with
a two-state metabolic ocean model 137

Omar, A Spatiotemporal variations of fCO2 in the North Sea 115

Onitsuka, G Modeling the effects of atmospheric nitrogen input on biological
production in the Japan Sea 27

Orlikowska, A Volatile Halogenated Organic Compounds (VHOCs) and
dimethylsulfide (DMS) in water during an off-shore mesocosm
experiment in the Baltic Sea 82
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Public transport –general information

There is a good network of tubes/trains and buses in Barcelona.
Trains run from 5 am to midnight Monday-Thursday, from 5 am to 2 am on Fridays and all night on Saturdays.

Underground lines are “Metro” and train lines are “Ferrocarils de la Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC)”.
The same tickets can be used for all means of transport.

Ticket type Price (€)

Single1 (no transfer) 1.35

T-10 (10 journeys)2 7.70

2-day travel card 10.70

3-day travel card 14.30

4-day travel card 19.50

5-day travel card 23.10

2-day Barcelona card3 26.00

3-day Barcelona card3 31.50

4-day Barcelona card3 36.00

5-day Barcelona card3 42.00

www.solas-int.org SOLAS Open Science Conference 2009 45

Local Information - Transport

Transport to/from Barcelona airport

1 The trains only run from T2 (between T2A and T2B) and the free shuttle bus service running between T1 and T2 takes 30 min so
it’s not worth getting the train. For the same reason, make sure you know which terminal to go to. To find out which terminal your
airline operates from, go to http://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com/en/airport/airport-barcelona.html.

2 A luggage supplement (€1) and “airport surcharge” (€3.10) will be applied to the meter reading. A €3 supplement is charged at
weekends between midnight and 6 am.

3 You can also use your T-10 or Barcelona card if you are going to buy one for the duration of the conference (see Public Transport
section overleaf).

Taxis

Official Barcelona taxis are black and yellow. They can be hailed on the street (if their green light
is illuminated) or caught from taxi ranks. The rate is around €2 + €1.10/km, therefore the journey
from the Catalonia hotels and Marti-Codolar to the city centre should cost between €7 and €10.

Official city taxi numbers
All numbers begin (0034) 93 followed by:

225 0000 433 1020 357 7755 300 2314 300 1100
303 3033 284 8888 330 0300 339 9262

Local Information - Transport

44 SOLAS Open Science Conference 2009 www.solas-int.org

Terminal 1

Bus (to Placa de Catalunya) Train (to station Passeig de Gracia) Taxi

Route Aerobus A1 Not recommended1 -

Frequency every 10 min -

Days/hours 7d/week, 6am-1am (from airport) 24/7
or 5.30 am-0.30 am (to airport)

Duration 30-35 min 30-35 min

Cost €5 single/ €8.65 return approx €302

Terminal 2A, 2B, 2C

Bus (to Placa de Catalunya) Train (to station Passeig de Gracia) Taxi

Route Aerobus A2 RENFE R10 -

Frequency 8-15 min 30 min -

Days/hours 7d/week 7d/week, 6am-11.30 pm 24/7

Duration 25-30 min 25 min 25-30 min

Cost €4.25 single/€ 7.30 return € 2.803 €25-302

1 Valid for a single journey without transfer between different
means of transport. Single tickets can be purchased from any
metro station or on the bus. Some stations are unmanned and
tickets are available from ticket machines. Note that some of
these only accept coins.

2 A single journey can include several connections with other
means of transport as long as the total journey time is less than
1h15 and you don’t exit and re-enter the tube. T-10 tickets can
be purchased from any metro station and also from the airport at
the entrance to the RENFE train.

3 Provides discounts on many tourist attractions as well as
unlimited travel (see http://www.barcelona-tourist-
guide.com/en/general/barcelona-card.html). The Barcelona card
can be purchased on-line and collected from the Airport Tourist
Information Office during opening hours (09:00 to 21:00). You will
be asked to provide the voucher you obtained on-line and some
form of photographic identification.

LocalInfoLo
ca
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Did you know?

The SOLAS project comprises over 1500 participants in 77 countries. There are 26
established country networks each with a national representative (list available at
www.solas-int.org). Some of these representatives are attending the conference.
Don’t miss the opportunity to meet your country’s representative and provide him/her
with an update of your SOLAS research. A report of each country’s recent activities is
published on the SOLAS website at the beginning of each year.
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Local Information - Conference Venue

Venue

CosmoCaixa (tel. +34 93 319 7393) is located at 47-51 Carrer de Teodor Roviralta, but entrances are on
Carrer de Isaac Newton and Carrer dels Quatre Camins.

• Plenary talks will take place in the Auditori (Floor/Planta -2).

• Discussion sessions will take place in the Auditori, Agora, beta and gamma rooms (Floor/Planta -2).

• Poster presentations will take place in the Poster Hall located in a tent in the Science Square (Floor/Planta -1).

Wireless internet is available throughout the building.

Maps of CosmoCaixa building can be found on the following pages.

Catering

Coffee breaks - Morning coffee breaks will be in the corridor outside the Auditori; afternoon coffee breaks
will be in the Poster Hall.

Poster sessions - Drinks and nibbles will be served during each poster session.

Lunch - A buffet lunch will be served on the Monday free of charge for all conference attendants.

Please note that there are very few restaurants in the vicinity of the conference venue and that these
are very expensive. Therefore, on the Tuesday and Wednesday participants will have the option of
purchasing a packed lunch (€ 8-9) or paying for a buffet lunch (€10-12). All tickets will have to be
purchased from the registration desk by 2.30 pm on Monday 16th November. When you
purchase your ticket, please specify if you have any allergies/dietary requirements.
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Useful information

The currency is the Euro (€). Visa and Mastercard are accepted almost everywhere. American Express is
also commonly accepted. Some places may require pin entry with credit cards. Most shops will require
photographic identification for credit card payments.

Useful numbers

Emergency 112 Police 088 Fire brigade 080 Ambulance 061

Language

The official languages are Spanish (Castellano) and Catalan. The latter is most commonly used.

Useful vocabulary and phrases

English Castellano Catalan English Castellano Catalan

Hello Hola Hola Breakfast Desayuno Esmorzar

Good morning Buenos días Bon dia Lunch Almuerzo Dinar

Good afternoon Buenas tardes Bona tarda Dinner Sopar Cena

Good evening/night Buenas noches Bona nit Open Abierto Obert

Goodbye Adiós Adéu Closed Cerrado Tancat

Please Por favor Si us plau Street Calle Carrer

Sorry Perdone Perdoni Square Plaza Plaça

You're welcome De nada De res Thanks Gracias Gràcies

English Castellano Catalan

Where is ...? Dónde está ...? On està ...?

How much is it? Cuánto cuesta? Quant val?

Where can I...? Dónde puedo ...? On puc ...?

Do you speak English? Habla ingles? Parla anglès?

I don’t understand No entiendo No l’entenc

What time does the ¿A qué hora llega/sale el A quina hora arriba/surt
train/bus arrive/leave? tren/autobús? el tren/autobús?

I would like a single/return ticket Quisiera un billete Voldria un bitllet
sencillo/de ida y vuelta senzill/d’anada i tornada

I have a booking for a Tengo una reserva de una Tinc una reserva d'una
single/double room in the name... habitacion individual/doble habitacio individual/doble

al nombre… al nom de…

Do you have a menu in English? Tiene una carta en inglés? Té una carta en anglès?

Can you bring me the bill, please? Me puede traer Em pot portar
la cuenta por favor? el compte si us plau?
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Dining out

The Ciutat Vella (old town) is probably the nicest area of Barcelona, comprising in particular Las Ramblas
(Metro Catalunya/Liceu) and la Barceloneta (port/beach, good for seafood, Metro Barceloneta) where a
range of restaurants can be found to suit all budgets (see http://www.eat-out.net/restaurant/barcelona).

Tourist information

For information on tourist attractions in Barcelona, please visit the tourist information office:

Placa de Catalunya, 17 (underneath the square)
Metro Catalunya (lines 1 and 3)
Open 9:00-20:00 7 days/week or visit http://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com
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Conference banquet

The banquet will take place on Wednesday 18th November at 19:30 at:
La Fontana de l’Eixample, Carrer de Mallorca, 318-324

The nearest Metro station is Verdaguer, which is on line 5
(the last metros leave the beginning of the line at midnight).

Directions (allow 25-35 minutes to get there):

From CosmoCaixa, take FGC line 7 from “Avinguda del Tibidabo” to “Diagonal” then Metro line 5 to “Verdaguer”.

From the Seminari, take Metro line 3 from “Montbau” to “Diagonal” then line 5 to “Verdaguer”.

From the Catalonia Castellnou or Mikado, take FGC line 6 to “Provença” then connect with Metro line 5
to “Verdaguer”.

From the Catalonia Park Putxet or Catalonia Suite, take FGC line 7 to “Provença”, then connect with
Metro line 5 to “Verdaguer”.

From the Gran Hotel Catalonia, take Metro line 5 from “Diagonal” to “Verdaguer”.
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